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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page contains only 1 photo. It was taken on October 1. This photo was originally posted back in 2002,
but was somehow "lost" until recently. Now that it has been found, We are going to the effort to repost it with the hope that it may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2002
Kazuya made 2 or 3 of these amazing "60 triangle" paper balls. They are about 6 inches (15 cm) in height, but I inserted an image of myself in this shot, taken on October
1st, to give the impression that the ball is huge!

60Triangle
Ball09RC

End October 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with October 18 and goes through October 26, 2003. These photos were originally posted
back in 2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the
effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2003
These 3 shots of Cosmos Flowers were taken on October 18, 2003 at a Park in Chofu City.

ChofuPk
Cosmos02RC

ChofuPk
Cosmos03RC

ChofuPk
Cosmos22RC

These 3 shots were taken at a Kindergarten in Chofu City on October 19th.

Kindergarten
Cosmos04RC
Kindergarten
Cosmos03RC

Kindergarten
Cosmos05RC

The first shot here is the FCUK Store (French Connection - United Kingdom). The 2nd shot - One Omotesando - is where I started recently working at Louis Vuitton as a
proofreader. The first 2 shots were taken on October 23rd. The 3rd shot is a Fall Thistle at the Takao Science Garden and was taken on October 26th.

OneOmotesando
PanoramaRC
FCUK
StoreRC

TakaoScience
GardenFall35aRC

End October 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2004!
posted: November 1st, 2004

This month's photos cover only 2 weekends - we had a couple of typhoons which kept us at home for a
couple of weekends! DISAPPOINTING! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first photo - if you look closely you can find a wild monkey! On October 4th we started to climb Mt. Kumotori for an overnight trip, but Kazuya had a bad cold and after we
hiked for a couple of hours we decided that he was not up to the climb. We turned around, and on the way back down the mountain we spotted some WHITE FACE MONKEYS playing in
the trees. We hung out for probably an hour trying to sneak up and get some decent pictures of them, but they are EXTREMELY wary and we were only able to get blurry shots and far
away shots. This is the best shot we got! The next photo is a small white flower - taken the same day. By the way, it was a darn good thing we didn't climb the mountain - it started
raining hard during the night and rained for the next 3 days - we would have been extremely miserable! The final shot in this row was taken on Mt. Mitake on October 23 - some kind of
berries!

KumotoriMonkey
Oct_04_2RC.jpg
KumotoriWhite
Flower10_04_2RC.jpg

MtMitake12_Fall
Berries03RC.jpg

The first 2 photos are the same, but the 2nd one has been played with in PhotoShop. We created this small STILL LIFE on the forest floor and photographed it. The 3rd photo
is a red maple near a rest hut on Mt. Mitake.

MtMitake12_
FallStill02RC.jpg

MtMitake12_FallStill02
VignettePostcardRC.jpg

MtMitake12_
FallMaple02RC.jpg

The first photo shows another red maple near a big rock with writing on it. The 2nd shot is some kind of purple berries and the 3rd shot shows early fall colors from what we
call the "Bird Lady's" because there is a tiny restaurant on the mountain where the lady feeds the birds.
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MtMitake12_Fall
Berries04RC.jpg

MtMitake12_
BirdLady01RC.jpg

MtMitake12_Fall
Maple03RC.jpg

heads.

The first shot is a LINDOU - a fall flower, the flowers closed 15 minutes later due to falling temperatures. Next 2 shots are in different places, but the same kind of grass seed-

MtMitake12_Fall
Lindou05RC.jpg

MtMitake12_Fall
SeedHead05RC.jpg
MtMitake12_Fall
SeedHead03RC.jpg

The first photo is an Ooba Shouma flower. The next shot is a Mountain Lily seedpod and the 3rd shot is a fall Jack-in-the-pulpit.

MitakeHinodeOct
2004_06RC.jpg

MtHinode6_
FallLily07RC.jpg
MtHinode6_Fall
JackInPulpit01RC.jpg

The first shot is a Yellow Flower and the next 2 shots are another fall flower, called Senburi. This flower also closes when the temperature falls a few degrees.
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MtHinode6_YellowFlower01RC.jpg

MtHinode6_Senburi11RC.jpg

MtHinode6_Senburi13RC.jpg

The first shot was collaged by Kazuya - a postcard size of flowers we saw and photographed on October 23. The 2nd collage was also built by Kazuya, but it shows several fall
flowers, some of which were on the website last month - they are all fall flowers though. The 3rd photo is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current! By the
way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

MtMitakeHinodeCollage
Postcard1RC.jpg

AutumnFlowerCollage
Postcard01RC.jpg

DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2005!
posted: November 2nd, 2005

Kazuya now has a full time job at a French Restaurant named "Wildcat" and he has to work EVERY
weekend. His regular day off is Monday and then he has one additional day off later in the week, which
varies from week to week. So, don't know what I am going to be doing on future weekends, nor how often
this will get updated in the future. Not much fun going out to the mountains alone. Anyway, the only
adventure this month was on October 1st - a trip to Mt. Mitake. I also took some photos of our porch violets
and included those. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first 2 photos are Cimifuga sp. The 3rd photo is Sanguisorba officinalis.

Mitake_Cimicifuga
_sp_01RC

Mitake_Cimicifuga
_sp_02RC

Mitake_Waremo_kou
01RC

Here are 3 more Sanguisorba officinalis photos. The English common name is Great Burnet.

Mitake_Waremo_kou04RC
Mitake_Waremo_kou02RC

Mitake_Waremo_kou03RC

Here is one more Sanguisorba officinalis and a couple of cloud shots.

Mitake_Waremo_kou05RC

MtMitakeClouds01RC

Here are 3 shots of the beautiful upper Tama River at Mitake. Each is a different zoom ratio.
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Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake01RC

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake02RC

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake03RC

Here are 3 more shots of the upper Tama River, in the first shot you can see how wonderfully clear the water is.

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake04RC

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake05RC
Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake06RC

Three more shots of the upper Tama River at Mitake. In the 2nd and 3rd shots you can see that this a popular place for kayakers. They even have competitions here, which is
the reason for all of the ropes strung across the river. They have to go between the white rods hanging down from the ropes, but some have to be gone between while going
downstream and some have to be gone between while doubling back and going upstream. The competition is both for accuracy and time.

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake08RC

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake09RC

Oct1_TamaRiver_Mitake07RC

In this row you can see our porch Violets. In the first photo, the left Violet is a Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis), the middle one is a Hina Violet (Viola takedana) and the right
side one is a Manchurian Violet (Viola mandshurica). The 2nd photo is a closer shot of the Takao Violet (Viola yezonensis) and the 3rd photo is the Manchurian Violet (Viola mandshurica).
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Oct29_PorchViolets02aRC

Oct29_PorchViolets03aRC

Oct29_PorchViolets04aRC

The first shot in this row is a closer shot of the Hina Violet (Viola takedana). By the way, we brought all of these violets home from mountain treks as sickly things which we
wondered if they would live or not. They were all ones which were perched on the edge of a cliff and about to wash away in the next storm. They all had a maximum of 3 leaves when
we "rescued" them.
The final shot, of my DVD shelf, is now way out of date! Here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! CLICK HERE.
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased and includes DVDs which are NOT included in the picture. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new
browser window.

Oct29_PorchViolets
05aRC

DVDShelfApril15_
2005Small

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: October 30th, 2006

All 3 pages this month cover the 3 day weekend of October 7, 8 and 9. Kazuya and I made a trip to the
Japanese Central Alps Mountains and climbed Mt. Kiso-Komagatake (2,956 meters = 9,698 feet). The
weather started out okay, but a freak winter storm came through and 9 people died on Central Alps
Mountains that weekend - fortunately we were not included in the death toll, although we were ill prepared
for what we encountered. It got down to minus 6 degrees C (22 degrees F) and the winds were gale force,
so all of the moisture from the clouds froze on everything it touched. You may note Row 7 - Picture 3,
Kazuya's strings are all ice coated. Ropes, rocks and everything was coated with well over an inch or ice as
we hiked down the mountain. We had to exercise extreme caution, we had no gloves, no long underwear or
anything like that! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 7th
The first day. We took a bus from Tokyo to Komagane and then a bus from Komagane to the bottom station of a Ropeway. The first picture was taken from the back window
of the bus which we took to the bottom of the ropeway. The 2nd picture shows the ropeway station and the 3rd picture was taken from the window of the gondola car as we went up
the ropeway.

Oct07_Komagane
TrainStationRC

Oct07_KomagatakeLower
RopewayStation06RC
07Oct_RopewayRide
_Waterfall01RC

The first 2 pictures were also taken from the window of the Gondola car on the ropeway. The 3rd shot is what it looked like as we climbed from the upper ropeway station to
the summit hut, which we had reservations for. Note the clouds, plus it's raining too!!

Oct07_Komagatake
RopewayRide03RC

Oct07_KomagatakeTrailColors
_Clouds_Kazuya04RC
07Oct_RopewayRide
_Waterfall02RC

This was our first glimpse of the hut where we were to stay. Notice that there are also tents set up. We wondered how the tents could even stand in the gale force winds. Once
we entered the hut we didn't go outside again on the first day!
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Oct07_KomagatakeTrailColors
_Clouds_UpperHut02RC

End October 7th, Begin October 8th
The second day. The first shot was taken from the front door of the summit hut - the tents somehow stood all night. We felt sorry for those people. Note how EVERYTHING is
coated with ice. The 2nd picture is the front entrance to the hut - coated with ice. The 3rd shot is a picture of the ground!!

08Oct_Komagatake_Summit_
Ice_Tents01RC

Oct08_KomagatakeHut
Outside_Ice01RC
08Oct_Komagatake_
Summit_Ice_SummitHut02RC

Our first sighting of the sun - 6:29 AM. We were heading down the mountain - worrying about our survival. With the gale force winds we could have easily been blown right off
the mountain. At times we had to just stop in our tracks and crouch down to avoid being blown away. The last 2 shots show how the ice coated the grass - every cloud which touched
any surface left it's water behind -- as ice!

08Oct_Komagatake_
Summit_Ice_Sun04RC

08Oct_Komagatake_
Summit_Ice05RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Summit
_Ice06RC

That's me! I am cold and worried! The 2nd shot shows a sign - coated with ice. People were also climbing the mountain - crazy f***ers! The 3rd shot is one more which shows
how everything was ice coated.
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Oct08_KomagatakeDown
Trail_Ice04RC
08Oct_Komagatake_
Summit_Ice_Dan07RC

Oct08_KomagatakeDown
Trail_Ice02RC

The first shot shows me holding on to the ice covered rope (without gloves) to avoid being blown away. In the 2nd shot you can see ice covered ropes, more people climbing
(maybe descending if they are smart) and Kazuya with ice covering every string on his clothes.

08Oct_Komagatake_Down
Trail_Ice_Dan08RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Down
Trail_Ice_Dan09RC

Oct08_KomagatakeDown
Trail_Kazuya_Ice07RC

The first shot is as we approached the upper ropeway station - we now felt like we would probably make it alive. At this elevation it was warmer and not so slippery, although
the gale force winds continued. The 2nd shot - rocks, clouds, ice and fall colors. In the 3rd shot you can see the upper ropeway station through the clouds.

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_NearRopewayTop02RC

Oct08_KomagatakeDownTrail
_RopewayUpperStation_Ice01RC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_NearRopewayTop03RC

All three shots here show incredible ice, colors and clouds.
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Oct08_KomagatakeDownTrail
_Color_Ice10RC

Oct08_KomagatakeDownTrail
_Color_Ice11RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_Ice_
Color_NearRopewayTop12RC

The first shot is looking up from the trail near the upper ropeway station. The 2nd shot shows people hiking on the trail which we hiked yesterday. At this time we are hiking
an alternate trail, which goes to a small lake (which can be seen in Row 8, Picture 1). The 3rd shot is from quite near that lake. The clouds are lifting below us and we can start to see
some incredible fall colors.

Oct08_KomagatakeDownTrail
_Color_Ice15RC

Oct08_KomagatakeDownTrail
_Color_Ice17RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice03RC

The first shot shows the clouds beginning to lift above us now. The 2nd shot shows a gondola car on the ropeway - they packed up to 60 people in each car and the waits for
the ropeway could be up to 4 hours. We were fortunate - on Saturday we only had to wait about 1.5 hours and today we only had to wait about 30 minutes. The final shot on this page
is me - still not warmed up, wind still howling, clouds whipping by at gale speed, and for a moment we can see the ridge on the opposite side from where we climbed.

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice04RC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop28RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop31RC

End Page 1, but October 8th continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of this
incredible adventure.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
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donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: October 30th, 2006

The photos on this page continue with October 8th. The first shot on this page was taken at 8:59 AM by
Kazuya and the final picture on this page was taken at 9:50 AM! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 8th Continues From Page 1
The first shot here is from right beside the upper ropeway station, looking back down towards that small lake where we were earlier. The 2nd shot is looking a bit higher on the
mountain. The 3rd shot is a map - "You are here" is in the lower left quadrant of the map - at the top of the symbol which looks like "train tracks". We went to the "STAR shaped trail
intersection in the upper right quadrant of the map. For a more detailed map see the final shot on Page 3.

Oct08_KomagatakeNear
UpperRopewayStation_TrailMapRC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop38RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop40RC

More shots of color, ice and clouds. The center shot shows people walking up the trail which we hiked yesterday on the zig-zag portion of the trail shown on the map.

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop41RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRope
wayStation_Color_Ice_Trail09RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop43RC

Here are 3 more shots of incredible color contrasts. The first shot shows people walking on the trail headed for the switchbacks on the trail. In the 3rd shot you can also see a
red-jacketed person.
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08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop45RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRope
wayStation_Color_Ice10RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRope
wayStation_Color_Ice11RC

More sharp color contrasts. Sorry if some of these shots look very similar, they may be the same place, but the clouds and shadows are different.

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRope
wayStation_Color_Ice12RC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop50RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop51RC

Finally the clouds are beginning to lift in a major way. In the 2nd shot it is the first time we can see all the way to the top of the switchback area of the trail. Note all of the
people with their red and orange and blue parkas. Due to the bright clothing, you really get the scale in this photo. The 3rd shot is a cropped version of the 2nd photo. There is also a
larger JPG file of it - 2,000 x 1,962 pixels in size; please check it HERE if you don't mind waiting for the 1.4 MB file to download.

Oct08_Komagatake
NearUpperRopeway
Station_Color_Ice15RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNear
UpperRopewayStation_
Color_Ice_Trail18RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRopeway
Station_Color_Ice_Trail18CropRC
or HERE for 1.4 MB larger file

Here are 3 more shots as the clouds move around, reducing visibility to 100 feet at times and then suddenly opening up a panorama of beauty before our eyes.

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop55RC
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These 3 shots make it appear that the clouds are finally going to leave for good.

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop59RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop60RC
Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpperRope
wayStation_Color_Ice21RC

Oops! Wait a minute, I guess the clouds did not leave for good!! Here are 2 shots of the gondola car coming up (or going down). In the 2nd shot you can see the ice covered
vegetation in the background. In the 3rd shot, you can see the ice covered branches in the foreground as well!

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop65RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop66RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop67RC

Here are 3 more shots as the clouds move around. I am sorry, as I write this I realize that there is a fair amount of very close duplication this month, forgive me! The clouds
are different enough, though, so it makes it interesting.

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_GondolaCar01RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice24RC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Ice_Color_RopewayTop69RC

These 3 shots are both good color, and also show ice in the foreground.
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Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice26RC

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice27RC
08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail
_Ice_Color_RopewayTop71RC

The first shot here is a good color shot and shows that the weather did not discourage people from riding up to the top via the ropeway. All of them are better prepared than
we were! The 2nd shot shows the town WAYyyy down below us. The 3rd shot is from the window of the gondola car as we rode down - note how steep this mountain is.

Oct08_KomagatakeNearUpper
RopewayStation_Color_Ice28RC

08Oct_Komagatake_DownTrail_
Town_RopewayTop72RC
08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride03RC

End Page 2, but October 8th STILL continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page, now please continue on to Page 3 for the
conclusion of this adventure.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: October 30th, 2006

The photos on this page continue with October 8th in the morning, and continue through the end of this
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"INCREDIBLE ADVENTURE". Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 8th Continues From Page 2
In this row you see 3 shots from the window of the gondola car as we descended to the lower ropeway station. Note the waterfall and the nice colors.

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride05RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride06RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride07RC

Here are 3 more shots taken from the window of the gondola car. In the 3rd shot you can see the top of the ropeway.

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride08RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_Down_Ride14RC

Oct08_KomagatakeRope
wayDescent_Colors02RC

And another 3 shots from the gondola car window. In the 2nd shot note our shadow on the side of the waterfall.

Oct08_KomagatakeRopeway
Descent_Colors_Waterfall19RC
Oct08_KomagatakeRopeway
Descent_Colors_Waterfall08RC

Oct08_KomagatakeRopeway
Descent_Colors_Waterfall09RC

A final shot from the gondola car window, showing our shadow again. A shot of the lower ropeway station and a scene from the parking lot of the lower ropeway station.
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Oct08_KomagatakeRopeway
Descent_Colors_Waterfall20RC

08Oct_Komagatake_Rope
way_LowerStation02RC

Oct08_KomagatakeRopeway
LowerStation02RC

The first thing we did when we got down to the base via the bus was go to a German type beer restaurant for lunch. This scenic shot was taken from the balcony where we
had lunch - up there on that mountain is where we were!! The 2nd shot shows the entrance of the hot spring where we spent a few hours in the afternoon getting thawed out and
warmed up thoroughly. The 3rd shot shows a pond and a rainbow which was in the park near the bus stop.

Oct08_KomagatakeFrom
BeerRestaurant02RC

Oct08_Komagatake
HayataroSpa_HotSpring01RC
Oct08_Komagatake_Komagaike
Pond_Rainbow02RC

station is.

This is the final shot of October 8th - from near the Youth Hostel where we stayed we could look up to the mountain. The kind of plateau up there is where the upper ropeway

Oct08_Komagatake_Ropeway_
Evening_Far04aRC

End October 8th, Begin October 9th
This is now October 9th. The first shot shows the entrance area of the Youth Hostel where we stayed. The 2nd and 3rd shots were taken from the shore of a pond which was
just out the front door and across the road from the Youth Hostel. Yes, that's the mountain where we were yesterday!

09Oct_KomaganeYouth
Hostel01RC

Oct09_OnumakoPond
_Komagatake05RC

Oct09_OnumakoPond
_Komagatake07RC

The first shot is again from near the Youth Hostel. The 2nd shot is the entrance of Kozenji Temple and the 3rd shot is a beautiful wooden pagoda inside the temple.
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Oct09_OnumakoPond_Komagatake09RC
Oct09_KozenjiTemple02RC

09Oct_KozenjiTemple_Pagoda03RC

Here is another shot of the pagoda inside the temple grounds. The 2nd shot is from the shore of the pond where we were yesterday (there were 2 different ponds or small
lakes - one near the bus area and another near the Youth Hostel). The 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji, taken from the rest area where the bus stopped on the way back to Tokyo.

Oct08_Komagatake_
KomagaikePond02RC

Oct09_BusRide_Service
Area_MtFuji05RC

09Oct_KozenjiTemple
_Pagoda04RC

Here is the final shot - a nice map. I believe you can easily find the top of the ropeway. From there we hiked up to the 2,956 meter mountain. You can see the switchback
area quite clearly on this map. You can also see the small lake (to the right of the ropeway station).

KomagatakeMountainsMap02CropRC

End October 9th, End Page 3, End October 2006's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. I hope that you enjoyed this adventure from
the comfort of your armchair!
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2007

This page actually begins with September 29th, pictures which came too late for last month's pages! Then, it
goes through October 6th. It covers Fireworks at Chofu City and a trip to Hakone and Sengoku Kogen. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 29th
On September 29th Chofu - a town quite near where we live - had their Annual Festival and fireworks. Here are 3 fireworks pictures in this row. I also have several fireworks
movies, but they are so huge that nobody would ever download them.

Sep29_ChofuFireworks12RC

Sep29_ChofuFireworks16RC
29Sep_ChofuFireworks09RC

And here are 3 more fireworks pictures taken at the Chofu Festival.

Sep29_ChofuFireworks34RC

Sep29_ChofuFireworks43_BESTRC

Sep29_ChofuFireworks50_BESTRC

End September 29th, Begin October 4th
Here are a couple of miscellaneous photos - one taken by Kazuya, a waterwheel near Jindaiji Shrine (note the wheel in motion) and a sunset photo taken from our office
window at Haneda Airport.

Oct04_Haneda
Sunset02RC
04Oct_JindaijiArea_
WaterwheelRC
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End October 4th, Begin October 6th
On October 6th and 7th Kazuya and I went to the Hakone Area - a rare weekend when we BOTH had Saturday and Sunday off, so we took advantage of it. First we took a
train from Tokyo to Hakone-Yumoto (108 meters). That was a normal high speed railway. At Hakone-Yumoto we transferred to a slow train - the line had 4 switch-backs in it as it rose
from 108 meters to 553 meters at Gora Station. The 3rd shot is Gora Station under a beautiful blue sky.

06Oct_HakoneYumoto
Station02_DanRC

Oct06_Gora
Station01RC

Oct06_Gora
Station03RC

In Gora there isn't much, a few small restaurants and this nice hand bath - the hot water comes from way high on the mountains above town. Then we boarded a Cable-Car
and continued on to Sounzan (761 meters). We walked around Sounzan for an hour or so and Kazuya found these small apples or whatever they are and constructed this scene.

06Oct_
Sounzan01RC

Oct06_SounzanStation14
_FallSceneRC

Oct06_GoraStation09_
Kazuya_HandBathRC

Here is one more shot in Sounzan environs - a bell at a local shrine. From Sounzan we took the Ropeway and went up to Owakudani, passing through (actually over) some
forested area and some volcanic area. This area exploded up out of the ground several years ago and now it is a research area - that explains all of the pipes, stairways and so on.

Oct06_SounzanStation32_
CableCarRC

Oct06_SounzanStation35_
CableCarRC

06Oct_Sounzan20_
ShrineBellRC

Here is a shot of a bunch of steam vents (from the ropeway), Owakudani Station and a shot taken outside of Owakudani Station looking at the steam vents.
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Oct06_SounzanStation38
_CableCarRC

06Oct_OwakudaniSummit05
_SceneryRC
06Oct_Owakudani
Summit01RC

This is a major tourist destination - lots of foreigners here, speaking many languages of the world! The first shot is the area where they cook eggs using the natural steam to
do the cooking. The eggs come out black (center photo) due to the sulfur content in the steamy water. The 3rd shot shows a worker pulling the cooked eggs out of the steam water.

Oct06_OwakudaniScenery06_
BlackEggPlaceRC

Oct06_OwakudaniScenery09_
BlackEggPlaceRC
06Oct_OwakudaniSummit14_
BlackEggsRC

The first shot here is a closer look at the just cooked eggs. The 2nd shot is right beside the trail - a mountain ash of some kind. The 3rd shot is an entirely different area Sengoku Kogen.

Oct06_OwakudaniScenery11
_BlackEggPlaceRC

Oct06_OwakudaniScenery19
_BlackEggPlaceRC

Oct06_SengokuKogen_SusukiGrass_
Miscanthus_sinensis04_BESTRC

We took the Ropeway down the other side of the mountain - from Owakudani to Togendai and then took a bus from there to Sengoku Kogen where the "susuki" grass (Pampas
grass) (Miscanthus sinensis) was at its peak. These 3 shots attempt to show how incredible this area looked. It too is a major tourist draw for this area at this time of the year. It's about
all that this little town has going for it to attract people!

Oct06_SengokuKogen_SusukiGrass_
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Miscanthus_sinensis13RC

Miscanthus_sinensis17RC

Miscanthus_sinensis21_BESTRC

Here are 3 more shots which attempt to show how incredible this area looked.

06Oct_SengokuKogen_Susuki_
Miscanthus_sinensis33RC

06Oct_SengokuKogen_Susuki_
Miscanthus_sinensis37_BESTRC

Oct06_SengokuKogen_SusukiGrass
_Miscanthus_sinensis43RC

Here are 3 final shots which attempt to show how incredible this area looked.

Oct06_SengokuKogen_SusukiGrass_
Miscanthus_sinensis47_BESTRC

06Oct_SengokuKogen_Susuki_
Miscanthus_sinensis54RC

Oct06_SengokuKogen_SusukiGrass_
Miscanthus_sinensis60RC

End Page 1, but October 6th continues on Page 2
And, that shows you what we saw from September 29th through mid-afternoon of October 6th.
Thanks so much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the conclusion of October
6th.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2007

The photos on this page conclude October 6th and continue through the 18th. You'll find the conclusion of
the Hakone trip here as well as a visit to Showa-Kinen Park by Kazuya. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 6th Continues From Page 1
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After we finished photographing the Susuki grass at Sengoku Kogen we took a bus back to Togendai and here is me and the "pirate" boat which we rode down to the South
end of Lake Ashi. The 2nd shot shows a nice looking "castle" (not really, but looks like one - it's a hotel) from the lake.

Oct06_PirateBoat16_
CastleRC
06Oct_Togendai_
PirateShip02_DanRC

Here are 2 shots of Mt. Fuji from the lakeshore at sunset.

Oct06_Sunset
MtFuji36RC

Oct06_Sunset
MtFuji39RC

End October 6th, Begin October 7th
On the 7th we left the Youth Hostel and went back down to the lake and took a bus to that "castle" which you saw in the first row. It happens to be the starting point for the
Mt. Komagatake Cable Car. In this picture you can see Mt. Komagatake - it's that mountain in the background, the one with the building on the top of it. (Not to be confused with Mt.
Kiso-Komagatake - in October 2006's Photos.)

Oct07_MtKomagatake
FromLake01RC

07Oct_MtKomagatakeSummit
Scenery13_FujiRC

Oct07_MtKomagatakeSummit
12RopewayRC

These photos are from the summit of Mt. Komagatake. The first one shows Mt. Fuji, the 2nd one shows Mt. Fuji, me and the summit sign. The 3rd shot shows the small shrine
at the summit of Mt. Komagatake.

07Oct_MtKomagatake
SummitScenery21_FujiRC
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SummitShrine32RC
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The first shot here shows a closer shot of that shrine. The 2nd shot is a beautiful Monkshood flower (Aconitum sp.). The 3rd shot - from the left - 1) the top of the Cable Car
which we took to the top; 2) Mt. Fuji; 3) an abandoned snow sports building; 4) that small shrine again.

Oct07_MtKomagatake
Summit21_ShrineRC

Oct07_MtKomagatake
Summit23_SceneryRC
Oct07_MtKomagatake
Summit26_MonkshoodRC

First photo is an amazingly HUGE Swertia japonica or Senburi (Japanese common name - no English common name). The 2nd shot shows Mt. Fuji under the eave of the small
shrine and the 3rd shot is another Monkshood flower, possibly a different species, on the trail from Mt. Komagatake to Mt. Kamiyama.

Oct07_MtKomagatakeSummit35
_SenburiRC

Oct07_MtKomagatakeSummit
42_Shrine_FujiRC

07Oct_MtKomagatake_MtKamiyama
Trail03_MonkshoodRC

We hiked from Mt. Komagatake back to Owakudani (where we were yesterday). It took about 3.5 hours to hike over the top of a mountain (Mt. Kamiyama) and then down to
Owakudani. The first shot gives you an idea of just how volcanically active this area can be - a warning buzzer. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya, Susuki grass and steam in the left
background. The 3rd shot shows steam, not fog, lots of sulfurous smells in this area. And that concludes the trip to the Hakone Area. We ended up with 575 photos which we kept between the 2 of us. It was a bit difficult to pick out these 46 best ones.

Oct07_NearOwakudani01_
WarningSignRC

Oct07_NearOwakudani11_
SteamVents_KazuyaRC

07Oct_MtKamiyama_Owakudani
Trail17_SteamRC

End October 7th, Begin October 18th
On October 18th Kazuya went to Showa Kinen Park by himself (I had to work) and the Cosmos Flowers were pretty much at their peak. Here are 3 shots of individual flowers.
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Oct18_ShowaKinenPark09
_CosmosRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark11
_CosmosRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark15_
YellowCampusCosmosRC

And here are 3 more shots of individual flowers.

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark20
_CosmosGardenRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark26
_CosmosGardenRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark35_Deep
RedCampusCosmosGardenRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark38
_CosmosGardenRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark46
_CosmosGardenRC

Here are some intriguing color variations.

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark37
_CosmosGardenRC

The 2nd photo in this row is a "double flower" and the 3rd shot is the "Cosmos Hill", which is very famous for park visitors at this time of the year.
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Oct18_ShowaKinenPark47
_CosmosGardenRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark67
_CosmosHillRC
Oct18_ShowaKinenPark58
_CosmosGardenRC

Here are 3 final shots of "Cosmos Hill".

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark70
_CosmosHillRC
Oct18_ShowaKinenPark76
_CosmosHillRC

Oct18_ShowaKinenPark80
_CosmosHillRC

End October 18th, End Page 2
And, that shows you what we saw from October 6th through the 18th. Thanks so much for taking the
time to look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2007

There are only 15 photos on this page, all taken on Mt. Takao on October 28th. Kazuya had to work and I
went out there by myself, specifically to watch the sunset. So, these pictures begin on the ascent (1st photo
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at 12:04 PM) and finish a few minutes after sunset (final picture at 4:54 PM). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 28th
First picture shows some autumn color down near the base of the mountain. Next are 2 shots of Mt. Fuji with a sun angle which shows the snow very clearly (remember - in
last month's photos there was no snow).

Oct28_TakaoFallColor03RC

Oct28_Takao_MtFuji05RC

Oct28_Takao_MtFuji06RC

In this row you can find a beautiful butterfly and 2 shots of a very beautiful seedhead (I have no idea what plant it is). The sun was shining on the other side of this seedhead
and I used the flash to illuminate this side.

Oct28_Takao_
Butterfly16aRC

Oct28_TakaoFallColor23
_SeedHeadRC

Oct28_TakaoFallColor24
_SeedHeadRC

Here are 2 shots of a Red Maple tree and one shot of Mt. Fuji at 3:40 PM.

Oct28_Takao
_MtFuji34RC
Oct28_TakaoFallColor
28_RedMapleRC

Oct28_TakaoFallColor
29_RedMapleRC

Here are 3 more shots as the sunset approaches. The first was at 4:28 PM, the 2nd at 4:37 PM and the final one at 4:45 PM.

Oct28_Takao_MtFuji39_SunsetRC
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Here are the final 3 shots of this month's pages. The first shot, at 4:49 PM - the sun departs! The 2nd shot, at 4:51 PM shows Mt. Fuji and the spot on the horizon where the
sun went down. The 3rd shot, at 4:54 PM shows the sunset point and an interesting jet contrail.

Oct28_Takao_74_SunsetRC

Oct28_Takao_MtFuji83_SunsetRC

Oct28_Takao_MtFuji90_SunsetRC

End October 28th, End Page 3, End October 2007's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of October 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2008

This page begins with October 11th and takes you part way through the 12th - a trip to Kusatsu. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 11th
For the 3-day weekend of Oct 11, 12 & 13 Kazuya and I traveled to Kusatsu, in Gunma Prefecture. You can find additional Kusatsu photos if you visit the September 2006
pages HERE   AND HERE and the April 2005 pages HERE   AND HERE. These first 3 pictures show "Yubatake" (Field of Hot Water) in the center of Kusatsu Town. The water
temperature is 50 C (122 F) - so don't try to stick your hands in the water!

11Oct_Kusatsu_
Yubatake04_DanRC

Oct11_Kusatsu_
Yubatake05_KazuyaRC
11Oct_Kusatsu_
Yubatake02RC

The first picture here shows the "Yubatake" Sign. The 2nd shot shows Yubatake from the bottom of it and the 3rd shot shows a free hot bath which we went to. There are 18
free hot baths in Kusatsu Town.

Oct11_Kusatsu_
Yubatake19_SignRC

11Oct_Kusatsu_
Yubatake26RC

Oct11_Kusatsu_
Jizonoyu03RC

We went to Sainokawara Park on the edge of town and these photos show that fall colors are coming. In Sainokawara Park there is an outdoor hot bath which is VERY LARGE.
We soaked in that for around 2 hours. You can see a photo of that pool if you go back to April 2005's Photos and go to page 2, row 7.

11Oct_Kusatsu_
Sainokawara11RC

Oct11_Kusatsu_
Sainokawara14RC

End October 11th, Begin October 12th
On October 12th we took the bus from Kusatsu up the mountain to Mt. Shirane and found ice here and there around there and also found some good fall colors. In the 2nd
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photo in this row you can see how popular the area was on this day.

Oct12_Shirane_san02
_ColorsRC

skinny.

Oct12_Shirane_
san03_Colors_TrailRC

Oct12_Shirane_san10_
FallLindouRC

Here is a beautiful Mountain Ash tree and 2 photos of the Mt. Shirane Caldera. The 3rd shot is 2 photos "stitched" together, which is why the thumbnail appears long and

Oct12_Shirane_
san16_17_CalderaRC
Oct12_Shirane_san13
_ColorsRC

Oct12_Shirane_
san14_CalderaRC

Here is a final shot of the Caldera. The 2nd shot shows a blueberry plant. We picked and ate lots of blueberries (cranberries too) as we hiked from Mt. Shirane to Mt. MotoShirane. The 3rd shot shows some beautiful colors as we descended Mt. Shirane.

Oct12_Shirane_san25
_CalderaRC

Oct12_Shirane_san31
_ColorsRC
12Oct_ShiraneSan_
Colors13_BlueberryRC

Here are 3 more shots showing pretty decent fall colors on the hike from Mt. Shirane to Mt. Moto-Shirane.

Oct12_Shirane_san33
_ColorsRC

Oct12_Shirane_san_
Area36s_ColorsRC

Oct12_MotoShirane
TrailColors09RC

The first shot here is a "Bunchberry", the 2nd shot is a Blueberry patch which is turning beautifully red and the 3rd shot is along the trail.
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Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail
Colors13_BunchberryRC

Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail
Colors17_BlueberryRC

12Oct_Moto_ShiraneSan07
_TrailRC

On the other side of this lakeless caldera shown here is Mt. Moto-Shirane. The 2nd shot shows a patch of Lichen (Reindeer Moss) and the 3rd shot shows the trail we hiked a
few minutes ago.

Oct12_MotoShirane
Trail24RC

Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail26
_LichenRC

Oct12_MotoShirane
Trail28RC

Here is that lakeless caldera again, followed by a shot of Mt. Asama with smoke coming out its top (yes - it is smoke, this volcano always smokes). The 3rd shot is another
photo of Bunchberry (inedible).

Oct12_MotoShirane
Trail35RC

12Oct_Moto_ShiraneSan28
_MtAsamaRC

Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail
53_BunchberryRC

From Mt. Moto-Shirane we hiked to the Ropeway and as we hiked we saw this Mountain Ash and this pond surrounded by nice colors. It was quite windy so the reflection on
the pond did not show up well. The 3rd shot was taken as we rode the ropeway to its base (which is NOT the end of the hike).

Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail
57_MtnAshRC

Oct12_MotoShiraneTrail
60_SmallPondRC

12Oct_Ropeway
15_ColorsRC

The first shot here was taken from the Ropeway. The 2nd and 3rd shots were taken after we got off the ropeway and hiked the trail back down to Kusatsu Town.
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Oct12_MotoShiraneArea
11_RopewayColorsRC

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail
Colors02RC

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail
Colors12RC

End Page 1, but October 12th continues on Page 2
Go To Page:

And, that shows you what we saw on October 11th and 12th. Thanks so much for taking the time to
look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of photos taken on October 12th.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of October 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2008

The photos on this page continue with October 12th and take you through the end of the month - the
continuation of the Kusatsu trip and then a trip to Nogawa Park and Ange Garden. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

October 12th Continues From Page 1
The first shot here is a nice Fall Lindou - the purple leaves are really nice. We saw a Japanese Serow (Capricornis crispus) (Kamoshika in Japanese) on the way down the trail.
We were not able to get as close as we have in the past (See July 2008 and February 2007's photos for more shots), but it's always amazing to see wildlife.

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail
FallLindou03RC

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail_
Kamoshika10RC

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail_
Kamoshika11_BESTRC

Here is the final Japanese Serow shot - this last shot was very close. At the very base of the mountain we stumbled on this huge field of Pampas Grass - amazing!
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Oct12_TenguyamaTrail
_Kamoshika13RC

final day.

12Oct_TenguyamaTrail_
PampasGrass06_DanRC

Here is one more shot of the Pampas Grass Field. The final shot is "Yubatake" at night. Our bus back to Tokyo left at 9:00 AM on the 13th, so there are no pictures from the

Oct12_TenguyamaTrail_
PampasGrassField05RC

12Oct_Kusatsu_Yubatake
Night01RC

End October 12th, Begin October 18th
On October 18th Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park, the park near our house, to take pictures of fall flowers. These 2 shots of Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.) were the best shots we
got on that day.

Oct18_NogawaPk
_ToadLily02RC

Oct18_NogawaPk
_ToadLily03RC

End October 18th, Begin October 19th
On the 19th we went to Ange Gardens, near Tamagawa Station on the Keio Train Line. One of the first things we saw were these Anemone hupehensis var. japonica shown in
the first photo. Then we saw the Cosmos flowers in the 2nd shot, and then we found a different color of the Anemone hupehensis var. japonica.

19Oct_Ange_Anemone_
hupehensis_var_japonica05RC

Oct19_Ange_
Cosmos01RC

Oct19_Ange_Anemone_
hupehensis_var_japonica02RC

In this row you can see 2 shots of Colchicum autumnale, a weird plant, which actually does not even need soil to grow in. The plant has a bulb and if you just sit the bulbs on
your porch, or in a hanging basket without soil this plant will bloom. The 3rd shot is a brilliant orange Cosmos flower.
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Oct19_Ange_Colchicum
_autumnale03RC

Oct19_Ange_Colchicum
_autumnale04RC

Oct19_Ange_
Cosmos03RC

Oct19_Ange_
Dahlia_sp02RC

Oct19_Ange_
Dahlia_sp04RC

Here is another shot of Colchicum autumnale and 2 shots of Dahlia sp.

Oct19_Ange_Colchicum
_autumnale07RC

Here is a shot of Kazuya with the Colchicum autumnale in front of him and Cosmos flowers behind him. The final shot is an unknown plant, but the flowers were pretty.

Oct19_Ange_Colchicum
_autumnale09_KazuyaRC

Oct19_Ange_Orange_
RedFlower02RC

End October 19th, End Page 2, End October 2008's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has not - maintained his blog since August 4th, but it is very beautiful even if not exactly up to date. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

And, that shows you the best of what we saw from October 12th through the end of the month.
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2009!
posted: October 31st, 2009

This - the only page - begins with October 10th and takes you through October 12th, a trip to Kusatsu, in
Gunma Prefecture. Unfortunately that's the only trip we made this month, the only scenic thing that we did.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 10th
On October 10th Kazuya and I went to Kusatsu, in Gunma Prefecture. This was our fifth trip to Kusatsu. We were hoping to see some good fall colors. Last year when we went
there in October we saw good fall colors, so we were looking forward to seeing the same again this year. The first photo here is Kazuya standing in front of Yubatake. The 2nd shot is
Yubatake, in the center of Kusatsu Town. This "thing" has natural hot water flowing through it. The 3rd shot is one of 18 Free Hot Spring Baths in Kusatsu. All of these free ones are
small, probably originally built to accommodate the local population. This one is Nikawa No Yu, or Nikawa Hot Spring.

Oct10_Kusatsu02_
YubatakeRC
Oct10_Kusatsu04_
Yubatake_KazuyaRC

Oct10_Kusatsu11
_Nikawa_No_YuRC

The first shot here is Nikawa No Yu from the outside - the left 1/2 is for males and the right 1/2 is for females. The 2nd and 3rd shots are in Sainokawara Park. There is a
huge outdoor hot bath (Rotenboro) in this park which we went to, this is the trail through the park and it also goes to the Rotenboro. The waterfall in the 2nd photo is hot water. The
3rd photo is where some very hot water comes up out of the ground.

Oct10_Kusatsu14
_Nikawa_No_YuRC

Oct10_Kusatsu31
_SainokawaraRC
Oct10_Kusatsu28
_SainokawaraRC

End October 10th, Begin October 11th
On Sunday, October 11th, the first thing I did was to take a photo of the poster in the Youth Hostel - in case you can't recognize it, this is a shot of Dicentra peregrina
(Bleeding Heart). I wish we could find a place where it looks like this - maybe next year. Our plan for the day was to go to Mt. Shirane and hike around that area and see some fine fall
colors. We took the bus to the top of the road and this 2nd photo is what it looked like - CLOUDS! So, we didn't even bother to hike to the summit of Mt. Shirane, we just hiked around
the area. The 3rd shot shows the ponds near the highway.
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Oct11th_Shirane
sanArea01_CloudsRC

Oct11_Shiranesan
_Area04_PondRC

Oct11_Kusatsu
Poster_PhotoshopRC

Oops! Here come the clouds here too! It was down to 2 degrees C (36 degrees F) and it had snowed a bit during the night. It was quite windy and it was COLD! We were
wearing every piece of cold weather gear which we had brought with us and, if you can make out my face in the first photo, I still look cold (because I was!). The 3rd photo shows you
the snow sticking to the ground here. We experienced a few snowflakes falling out of the clouds, but just a few.

Oct11th_Shiranesan
Area17_Ponds_DanRC

Oct11th_Shiranesan
Area23_Ponds_SnowRC
Oct11_Shirane
san_Area09_PondRC

We hiked from here to the top of the Ropeway, planning to take it down to it's bottom and then hike from that area the rest of the way down the mountain. On the hike from
the ponds to the Ropeway top we found some Gaultheria miqueliana plants. These white berries are so very photogenic, also note the red mosaic pattern in the leaves. The 2nd shot
shows what it looked like on the hike - clouds and not many people, and the people we did see quickly disappeared into the clouds. Well, due to the high winds, the Ropeway was not
operating. We had to hike back to the bus stop and take a bus down to the bottom of the Ropeway. We then hiked from there back to Kusatsu Town - a hike of about 2 hours. The 3rd
photo shows an active volcanic area which we passed by.

Oct11_Shiranesan_Area17
_Gaultheria_miquelianaRC

Oct11_Shiranesan_
Area23_People_FogRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom
_Kusatsu09_SteamRC

The first photo here shows some beautiful red and black Viburnum sp. berries. The 2nd shot shows a small ridge up the mountain from us. Note the difference in vegetation
type between the ridge and the surrounding land. And, the ridge has some nice fall colors on it. The 3rd shot is that same ridge, but I have zoomed in on it a bit more. The zooming in
helps accentuate the fall colors. You'll note that it is still cloudy up there higher on the mountain.
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Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to
_Kusatsu044_ViburnumRC

here.

Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to
_Kusatsu059_ColorsRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu20_ColorsRC

This row continues with increasingly zoomed in shots of that ridge first shown in the 2nd photo of the previous row. You'll notice that there are some incredibly brilliant colors

Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu28_ColorsRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu19_ColorsRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu21_ColorsRC

And, here is one shot showing 6 photos of that ridge so that you can click on this single photo and compare all of the previous 5 photos plus one additional one.

Oct11_RopewayBottom_Kusatsu_
Collage_ColorsRC

Here are some additional fall color shots. The first 2 shots show me walking down the trail. The first shot is weird in that the trail is in this small valley. It also shows some
pretty good fall colors and a nice fall sky. We are now down below the lowest of the clouds which plagued us earlier in the day. The 3rd shot is looking down the mountain to see the fall
colors below us. The colors are not as good as they were last year when we were here. Apparently the peak of the colors happened earlier this year - before our visit.

Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to_
Kusatsu076_ColorsRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom
_Kusatsu35_ColorsRC
Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to_
Kusatsu079_ColorsRC

Here are 2 shots showing pretty decent fall colors. The 3rd shot shows an amazing sight - we came around a curve in the trail and saw this steam coming up out of the
ground. It's so weird how this steam just pops out of the ground at seemingly random places in this area.
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Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu42_ColorsRC

Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to
_Kusatsu128_ColorsRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom_
Kusatsu45_SteamRC

We continued down the trail and found an old road which took us closer to that steam area shown just above. It is Man-dai-kou, apparently a place where sulfur was mined at
some point in the past. This is not the main mine, this is just a hot pool, we did not go to the actual old mine, the danger signs were too prevalent. The sulfur fumes are terrible smelling
and can easily reach levels which are dangerous to the health. We later learned that this water comes out of the ground at 96 degrees C (205 degrees F) and at the rate of 5,000 liters
per minute.

Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to
_Kusatsu152_ManDaiKouRC

Oct11th_RopewayBottom_to
_Kusatsu154_ManDaiKouRC

Oct11_RopewayBottom
_Kusatsu50_ManDaiKoRC

End October 11th, Begin October 12th
On October 11th, Monday, we came home. Our bus, however, was not until 2:00 PM so we went to this large Hot Spring bath "Ohtaki No Yu" for about 3 and 1/2 hours before
we went to catch our bus. This nice fall color shot was just outside of the hot spring. The 2nd shot is the Hot Spring sign. The 3rd shot shows an amazing bridge construction site which
we saw from the bus window on the way home. And, that's the final shot from our trip to Kusatsu.

Oct12th_Kusatsu06
_ColorsRC

Oct12_
OhTakiNoYu04RC

Oct12_BusRide_
BridgeConstruction04RC

End October 12th, End Kusatsu Trip, End October 2009's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages. The first shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The
2nd shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on
the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Kazuya has updated - his blog and it has some truly exquisite photos of our climbs! Please check it out
HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month.
Even though there is very little here this month we hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

October 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Fuji". Taken at Owakudani at 10:30 AM; with
Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) in the foreground.
October 23, 2010.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

OCTOBER 2010: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden * Amazon Water Lily (Victoria cruziana) * Cymbidium nipponicum * Hummingbird Hawk Moth *
Cortaderia selloana - Pampas Grass * A Trip to Showa-Kinen Park * Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus * Cosmos Flowers * Cleome hassleriana Flowers * Ginkgo biloba fruits * Mt. Takao
Climb * Mushrooms, Flowers and Berries of Mt. Takao * Trip to the Hakone Area * Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis) * Owakudani - Cable-car * Mt. Fuji From Owakudani
* Lake Ashi (Ashinoko) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the October photos)

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2010

This page begins with October 2nd and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden. The next adventure is on October
8th and a trip to Showa-Kinen Park. That's all there is on this page.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2nd
On October 2nd Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden again on our bicycles. The photos in this row were all taken in the greenhouse. The first and 2nd photos show an
Amazon Basin Water Lily (Victoria cruziana). The 2nd shot is 3 exposure bracketed images which have been tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro's Tone Compressor option. The 3rd image
is also a water lily - a blue flowered type.
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Oct02_JindaiBG_42_43_44
_TMTC_AmazonWaterLilyRC

Oct02_JindaiBG_09
_AmazonWaterLilyRC

Oct02_JindaiBG_
20_WaterLilyRC

Here is a pink-flowered water lily - the final shot in the greenhouse. The next image is a Cymbidium nipponicum aka C. macrorhizon - a saprophyte on various tree roots. You
saw some images of this last month too, but this image has much better flowers than last month's examples. The 3rd shot shows a blue flower and a Hummingbird Hawk Moth
(Macroglossum sp.). Kazuya caught this perfectly.

Oct02_JindaiBG_
21_WaterLilyRC

Oct2nd_
JindaiBG036RC
Oct02_JindaiBG_02
_Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

Here are 2 shots of Cortaderia selloana - Pampas Grass - photographed from the opposite side of the images shown last month.

Oct02_JindaiBG_49_
Cortaderia_selloana_PampasGrassRC

Oct02_JindaiBG_52_
Cortaderia_selloana_PampasGrassRC

End October 2nd, Begin October 8th
On Saturday, October 8th, we took a trip out to Showa-Kinen Park, in Nishi-Tachikawa. Our main purpose was to catch the Cosmos flowers. The first shot here is a wood and
bamboo sculpture of a boy catching a fish. The 2nd shot is 2 human hands making a heart shape with the thumbs. The Kin-moku-sei (Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus) is at it's
peak now - this is a VERY fragrant smelling flower. You can smell it all over the place for the past week or so.

Oct8_002_ShowaKinen
Pk_SculptureRC

Oct8_003_ShowaKinen
Pk_SculptureRC

Oct8_007_ShowaKinenPk_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

Here are 3 additional shots of Kin-moku-sei (Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus). Note the center shot - a very interesting flower.
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Oct8thShowaKinenP003_Osmanthus
FragransVarAurantiacusRC

Oct8_011_ShowaKinenPk_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

Oct8_023_ShowaKinenPk_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

The first shot here is an unbelievably red/pink water lily in a pond. This shot is 3 exposure bracketed images which have been tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro's Tone
Compressor option, but it looked unreal even before being enhanced. Then we went to the Cosmos field. These next 2 shots were taken in the yellow garden.

Oct8_016_17_18_TM_TC_Showa
KinenPk_PinkWaterLilyRC

Oct8_030_ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_035_ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC

There was not much variety in the yellow Cosmos garden, so we hiked across to the other gardens pretty quickly. The first shot is an overview of a small area and the next 2
shots are close-ups of single flowers - a light red colored one and a pink colored one.

Oct8thShowaKinenP014_Cosmos
BipinnatusCVSuperVickyMixRC

Oct8_037_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_039_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Here is a close up of a red Cosmos sp. flower, a close-up of a "Happy Ring" cultivar and a close-up of a pink flowered one with a bee on it.

Oct8_042_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Here are 3 overview shots of small areas of Cosmos sp.
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Oct8_047_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_050_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_051_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_065_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_067_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Here is an overview shot and then 2 close-up shots.

Oct8_060_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

A close-up shot, a very nice shot by Kazuya and then one more close-up shot.

Oct8_074_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8thShowaKinenP037_Cosmos
BipinnatusCVAkatsukiRC

Oct8_093_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Here is another shot of the "Happy Ring" cultivar. Then we walked over to the famous Cosmos Hill. Unfortunately the hill was only at about 20% of peak blooming, but it was
pretty anyway. The 3rd shot is 2 shots stitched together to make a panorama.

Oct8_120_21_Panorama_
ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC
Oct8_097_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8thShowa
KinenP044RC

Here is a row with 3 panoramas - each image is 2 photos which have been stitched together.
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Oct8_122_23_Panorama_
ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_125_26_Panorama_
ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_134_35_Panorama_
ShowaKinenPk_Cosmos_spRC

The first 2 shots are the final 2 images of Cosmos sp. at the Cosmos Hill. The 3rd shot was taken in the "Japanese Garden" portion of Showa-Kinen Park. As you can see, fall
colors are just barely beginning to show up.

Oct8thShowa
KinenP053RC

Oct8thShowa
KinenP057RC

Oct8_141_Showa
KinenPk_JapaneseGardenRC

After the Japanese Garden we walked over to another flower area to see the Cleome hassleriana - a very weird flower.

Oct8thShowaKinenP
062_CleomeHasslerianaRC

noticed.

Oct8_151_ShowaKinenPk
_Cleome_hasslerianaRC

Oct8_155_ShowaKinenPk
_Cleome_hasslerianaRC

Here are 2 shots of Cleome hassleriana and then an image of some pink and orange Cosmos sp. flowers - there were not any orange flowered ones any other place which we

Oct8_157_ShowaKinenPk
_Cleome_hasslerianaRC

Oct8thShowaKinenP
083_CleomeHasslerianaRC

Oct8thShowa
KinenP087RC

Here is an orange colored Cosmos sp. flower with some kind of moth on it. We saw this beautiful example of a True Fir cone from a bridge on our way out of the park via the
Tachikawa Gate. Here is a very large fountain - 2 shots stitched together to make a panorama.
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Oct8_178_ShowaKinen
Pk_Cosmos_spRC

Oct8_188_ShowaKinen
Pk_TrueFirConeRC

Oct8_190_91_Panorama_
ShowaKinenPk_FountainRC

On the road which leads into/out of the park at the Tachikawa Gate there are may Ginkgo trees - these 2 shots show you some Ginkgo biloba fruits.

Oct8_194_ShowaKinenPk
_GinkgoFruitsRC

Oct8_196_ShowaKinenPk
_GinkgoFruitsRC

End October 8th, End Page 1
Several 2011 Calendars

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2010

This page begins with October 16th, a trip to and climb of Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro, followed by a
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descent down Hikage Creek. On October 22nd and 23rd we went to the Hakone Area to see how the Autumn
Colors were progressing. This page takes you part way through the 22nd. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 16th
On Saturday, October 16th, Kazuya and I went out to Takao and climbed Mt. Takao. The last time we climbed Mt. Takao was on June 25th, so it was not as hot this time, and
the fall colors were just barely starting to be in evidence in a few places. The first shot in this row is Rabdosia effusa - a flower which we have probably seen before, but which we could
never recall taking photos of. So, here is a photo of it. The 2nd shot is a poisonous berry, an Ampelopsis glandulosa var. heterophylla. The 3rd shot is some very small mushroom picturesque in its own special way.

Oct16th_MtTakao004
_RabdosiaEffusa_RC

Oct16th_MtTakao005_Ampelopsis
GlandulosaVarHeterophylla_RC

Oct16_04_MtTakao
_TinyMushroom_RC

The first shot in this row is a Cimicifuga simplex - what we generally call "the bottle brush flower". The 2nd shot is some kind of Thistle - probably Cirsium oligophyllum. The
final shot here is a wild yellow chrysanthemum.

Oct16_08_MtTakao
_BottleBrushFlower_RC

Oct16th_MtTakao008
_CirsiumOligophyllum_RC

Oct16_18_MtTakao
_YellowMum_RC

The first and 2nd photos in this row are Keiskea japonica - The plant which has frost flowers later in the season. If you've never been to this website before and want to know
what frost flowers are, then please click HERE (will open in new window) to see some photos taken in December 2009 of frost flowers. The 3rd photo is a Thistle - probably Cirsium
oligophyllum - and a Hover Fly.

Oct16_25_MtTakao
_Shimobashira_RC

Oct16th_MtTakao018
_KeiskeaJaponica_RC

Oct16_27_MtTakao
_Thistle_RC

Here is one more shot of that Thistle - probably Cirsium oligophyllum - and the Hover Fly. The 2nd shot shows you some faint fall colors in a scenic shot along the trail
between the summit of Mt. Takao and I-Ccho-Daira (Plateau). You can also see some Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) here. The 3rd shot was taken specifically for the Susuki Grass
(Miscanthus sinensis).
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Oct16_30_MtTakao
_Thistle_RC

Oct16th_Mt
Takao021_RC

Oct16_38_MtTakao
_SusukiGrass_RC

Here are 2 more shots along the trail between the summit of Mt. Takao and I-Ccho-Daira and more Susuki Grass or Miscanthus sinensis. The 3rd shot shows the red berries of
Viburnum dilatatum.

Oct16th_MtTakao024_
MiscanthusSinensis_RC

Oct16_49_MtTakao
_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct16_50_MtTakao_
RedBerry_RC

Upon reaching the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro we ate our lunch, which we took with us, and we ate a bowl of hot "slippery mushroom" soup. There is a mountain top
"restaurant" there. It is nothing fancy at all, they have coffee and other drinks and a couple kinds of soup and that's about it. You buy it, they give it to you on a tray and you go find a
place to sit down and eat it - there is no indoor seating. Then we started hiking down the Hikage Creek Road to a bus stop at the bottom of the mountain. We saw an older couple taking
photos of this amazingly red fungus, so after they moved on we took photos of it too. Later on we saw this patch of tiny white mushrooms which you see in the 2nd and 3rd shots in this
row.

Oct16_56SIP_Hikage
Creek_RedFungus_RC

Oct16_60_HikageCreek
_TinyMushroom_RC

Oct16_62_HikageCreek
_TinyMushroom_RC

Along the moist areas of Hikage Creek we also saw numerous specimens of Impatiens textorii. The first shot in this row is looking into the throat of the flower. The 2nd shot is
a side shot of the flower - don't you love the curly tail?

Oct16_64_Hikage
Creek_Impatiens_RC

16th.

Oct16_65_Hikage
Creek_Impatiens_RC

Here are 2 final examples of Impatiens textorii - one showing the curly tail and another one - in the sun - looking right down its throat. And, that ends our outing of October
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Oct16_75_Hikage
Creek_Impatiens_RC

Oct16_80_Hikage
Creek_Impatiens_RC

End October 16th, Begin October 22nd
On October 22nd Kazuya and I headed off to the Hakone Area. We took trains from Komae Station to Hakone Yumoto Station, then a Mountain Railway from there to Gora
Station, a Cable-car from Gora to Sounzan and then a Ropeway to Owakudani. We spent some time at Owakudani, but not much because it was 100% cloudy and we could not see
much. Then we continued in the Cable-car down to Togendai. From there we took a bus to Sengoku-Kogen, and a Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). We walked around there for
an hour or 2 taking photos and then we walked from there to the Sengokuhara Youth Hostel, where we spent the night. Here is Gora Station in the first photo. We visited Gora Park and
in their greenhouse we saw the most amazing Bougainvillea sp. display (photos 2 and 3).

Oct22_002_Gora
Area_Station_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone005_RC

Oct22_017_GoraArea
_Bougainvillea_RC

In a different greenhouse at Gora Park they had a display of "Dai" flowers (Saxifraga fortunei var. incisolobata cv.). This plant is called "Dai" because the flowers assume the
shape of the "Dai" ( ) kanji character. In the first photo you will note that the "Dai" is laying on its side. In the 2nd photo it assumes the correct orientation. The 3rd photo is a shot of
the Cable-car which took us from Gora to Sounzan.

Oct22_019_Gora
Area_DAI_Flowers_RC

Oct22_020_Gora
Area_DAI_Flowers_RC

Oct22_036_GoraArea
_KoenKamiStation_RC

In the first 2 shots in this row we are approaching Owakudani in the Ropeway Gondola Car. The first shot shows you the area of the volcanic blow-out a couple of hundred
years ago. The work being done is to try and siphon off the steam/pressure to avoid another blow-out of this area and also to stabilize the ground. The 2nd photo is getting closer to
Owakudani and it is the building where they sell the "black eggs". We did not take any pictures of black eggs this trip, but you can see a black egg photo from our trip in June of 2009
HERE (Row 11). In the 3rd shot we are continuing down from Owakudani to Togendai in the Cable-car. It was 100% cloudy today and we did not spend much time at Owakudani - there
was just not that much to see for us; we've been here too many times in the past. If you go to the "Complete List Of All Photos" and do a text search for Hakone you will find that we
have taken trips here in June 2009, October 2007 and March 2004. If you want more photos of Owakudani then you can go to one of those months. But, wait - we will return here again
tomorrow and it will be a clear blue sky day!

Oct22nd_
Hakone045_RC
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Area_BlackEggsPlace_RC

Oct22_055_Owakudani
_Togendai_Ropeway_RC
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When we arrived at Togendai we took a bus bound for Sengoku-Kogen immediately. Sengoku-Kogen is famous for its Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). We experienced
many different lighting conditions today due to passing clouds and sun shining through now and then - lots of interesting colors. Some of the colors are also due to us using different
light settings on our cameras too. The wind was blowing pretty strong too, so you can see lots of motion.

Oct22nd_
Hakone058_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone059_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone061_RC

Here are 3 more photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis).

Oct22nd_
Hakone062_RC

Oct22_068_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22_071_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Here are an additional 3 photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). You can see Kazuya in the center photo and me in the 3rd photo. Note that we
both have the same sweatshirts - people might think we're a couple or something, eh?

Oct22_072_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone067_RC
Oct22_076_SengokuKogen
_SusukiGrass_Kazuya_RC

Here are 3 more photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). Note how the first 2 photos show the grass as being virtually white, while the 3rd
photo shows it to be a beautiful gold color. Why? Different lighting and different camera settings.

Oct22nd_
Hakone084_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone092_RC

Oct22_082_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Here is 1 photo of the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). The 2nd and 3rd photos are at the same place, but we found about 1/2 dozen Fall Gentiana
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scabra var. buergeri flowers.

Oct22_106_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22_120_Sengoku
Kogen_FallLindou_RC
Oct22nd_
Hakone110_RC

And here are the final 3 photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis) on this page!!

Oct22_130_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22_142_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone135_RC

End Page 2, but October 22nd continues on Page 3
Several 2011 Calendars
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of today's photos and also the continuation of this trip to the Hakone Area.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October 2010!
posted: October 31st, 2010
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This page continues October 22nd at Sengoku-Kogen and a few more Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis)
photos. Then it proceeds to October 23rd - our final day in the Hakone area. That ends the photos from
October. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 22nd Continues From Page 2
Here is 1 photo of the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). The 2nd photo is an amazingly pink Thistle Flower. Nothing has been done to this photo to
enhance the color - it was an amazing color. The 3rd photo is one more of the Susuki Grass.

Oct22nd_
Hakone136_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone140_RC

Oct22_161_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Here are 2 more photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis) - pretty similar, but a bit different.

Oct22nd_
Hakone152_RC

Oct22nd_
Hakone153_RC

And here are the final 2 photos at the Sengoku-Kogen Susuki Grass Field (Miscanthus sinensis). The sun came out fully for the 1st photo and it was also enhanced with
Shadow Illuminator Pro to reduce the shadow at the forest/field interface.

Oct22_166SIP_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

Oct22_172_Sengoku
Kogen_SusukiGrass_RC

End October 22nd, Begin October 23rd
The Sengokuhara Youth Hostel has its own Hot Spring. Kazuya took this photo on the morning of October 23rd - our 3rd and final soak in this bath. It's a very nice bath. We
took a bus to Togendai and took the Cable-car back up to Owakudani - it was sunny today so we wanted to get up there while we would be able to see the scenery in the morning light.
The 2nd photo shows the magnificent clouds at the bottom of the Cable-car. The 3rd shot was taken from the Cable-car looking back down at Lake Ashi (Ashinoko) at a gathering of
boats. These are smelt fishermen. The Lake Ashi fresh-water smelt are very delicious. We had them for lunch later today.
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Oct23rd_
Hakone002_RC

Oct23_002_Togenadi
_Owakudani_RC

Oct23_006_Togenadi
_Owakudani_RC

The first shot in this row was also taken from the Cable-car. It shows the steam coming out of the mountain in the morning light. The 2nd shot is me at the summit of the
Cable-car - Owakudani. The 3rd shot is one more of steamy scenery.

Oct23_015_Togenadi
_Owakudani_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone026_RC
Oct23rd_
Hakone023_RC

The first shot here is steamy scenery. The 2nd shot is Mt. Fuji, Susuki Grass and some Cable-cars. The 3rd shot is another of Mt. Fuji - zoomed in quite a bit more than the
previous shot.

Oct23_021_
Owakudani_Steam_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone029_RC

Oct23_025_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

Here are 3 more shots of Mt. Fuji taken from near the parking lot of Owakudani. Everything was particularly picturesque this morning - very different from yesterday.

Oct23_026_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone053_RC

And an additional 3 shots of Mt. Fuji. The 3rd shot is with some wild Chrysanthemums in the foreground.
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Oct23rd_
Hakone064_RC

Oct23_038_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC
Oct23rd_
Hakone065_RC

A shot of Mt. Fuji with a nice pink Thistle in the foreground, followed by a shot with Susuki Grass and other vegetation in the foreground and then a shot of steam and Susuki
Grass up on the mountain.

Oct23_044_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

Oct23_049R_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

Oct23_054_Owakudani
_Steam_SusukiGrass_RC

Here is a shot of steam and Susuki Grass, a shot of Mt. Fuji and another of Mt. Fuji through the Susuki Grass.

Oct23rd_
Hakone089_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone102_RC

Oct23_061_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

This one was taken near the Black Eggs Place - Mt. Fuji. The 2nd shot is from nearly the same spot, but as a puff of steam blows by. The 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji through the
Susuki Grass.

Oct23rd_
Hakone109_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone115_RC

Oct23_066_
Owakudani_MtFuji_RC

Now we have taken the Cable-car down to Togendai and we are on the boat going from Togendai to Hakone-Machi. That mountain with the Cable-car going up to the summit
is Mt. Komagatake. We've been up there in past visits (June 2009 and October 2007), but not this time. The 2nd shot is also Mt. Komagatake, but not zoomed as much. The 3rd shot
was taken from the shore of Ashinoko (Lake Ashi) and shows Mt. Fuji and some smelt boats.
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Oct23rd_
Hakone134_RC

Oct23_081_Boat
RideScenery_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone137_RC

Here is Mt. Fuji and a famous orange Torii of a Buddhist shrine, taken from the shore of Lake Ashi. The 2nd shot is the same area, but zoomed in more. This image was ToneMapped with the Photomatix Pro Details Enhancer software from 3 - exposure bracketed photos. The resultant photo was then enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. The 3rd shot is the
same area and has had nothing done to it.

Oct23_091_92_93_TM_
DE_SIP_MtFuji_AshiNoKo_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone142_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone148_RC

Here is a zoomed in shot of the Torii of that famous Buddhist Shrine. We are now on the boat going back to Togendai. After we got back to Togendai we took the Cable-car
back to the top of Owakudani - the 3rd time we've been to Owakudani this trip - good thing we have an unlimited travel ticket, eh! The 2nd photo is a bright yellow Goldenrod Flower at
Owakudani. The 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji with a VERY different sun angle than in any of the previous shots. The time is now around 2:15 PM. The previous photos of Mt. Fuji - in Rows 6
through 11 - were taken between 9:20 and 10:30 AM.

Oct23_111_AshiNoKo
_Scenery_Torii_RC

Oct23rd_
Hakone159_RC
Oct23_129_
Owakudani_Goldenrod_RC

Here is a shot of Mt. Fuji and the Cable-car, taken through the Goldenrod. The final shot was taken after we got back on the Cable-car and were headed back to our original
starting point of Sounzan - it is the shadow of our Cable-car on the forest below us. And that's the final image from the trip to Hakone - after we got back to the bottom of the Cable-car
the trip was just trains back to our house.

Oct23rd_
Hakone163_RC

Oct23_136_Owakudani
_Sounzan_Ropeway_RC

End October 23rd, End Page 3, End October 2010's Photos
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Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Several 2011 Calendars
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. We hope that you found something which you
enjoyed looking at. Sorry if you felt that there was too much Susuki Grass.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

October 2011 - Favorite Photo
"Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis)". Taken near the
summit of Mt. Takao. October 28, 2011.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

OCTOBER 2011: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Trip to and Climb of Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro * Some Stone Gods * A Thistle Flower * Miscanthus sinensis * Some Early Fall
Colors * Youngia denticulata * Adenocaulon himalaicum * Food Stand at Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro * Swertia japonica * Blowdown near Hikage Creek * Cimicifuga simplex * More (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the October photos)

This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2011!
posted: October 31st, 2011

This - the only page this month - begins and ends with October 28th - a trip out to Mt. Takao and climb of
that mountain and also a climb of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. Kazuya had to work so I went on this adventure
alone. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 28th
By October 28th we had not yet taken a single photo this month. Kazuya had to work several weekend days and on the days which he did not have to work it was often
raining, so we just did not get out on any adventures. Friday, the 28th was a beautiful sunny day, cold and clear. Kazuya had to work but I did not, so I went out to Mt. Takao (599 m =
1,965 ft) and hiked up to the top of it, then I walked across to I-Ccho-Daira (I-Ccho Plateau) and continued on to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft). The first photo in this row
shows the starting point for hiking up Mt. Takao - at least from this side of the mountain. The 2nd photo shows a zoomed in portion of the 3rd photo - a little place where there are
several small stone gods. Don't ask me any questions about them because I don't have any answers.
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Oct28_Takao_
01_EntranceRC

Oct28_Takao_
02_GodsRC
Oct28_Takao_
03_OneGodRC

This next photo was taken on the back-side of the Mt. Takao Summit - on weekdays one can often find a bunch of kindergarten toddlers up here and sometimes elementary
and junior high school classes. This photo shows a huge kindergarten class. I also ran into a junior high school crowd today. The shocking thing is that this is considered a school day for
them. The 2nd photo shows a very bright red thistle bud and the 3rd photo shows a thistle flower on the same plant (you can also see that bud in this photo).

Oct28_Takao_
09_SummitKidsRC

Oct28_Takao_
11_ThistleRC

Oct28_Takao_
13_ThistleRC

Now I am hiking from Mt. Takao towards I-Ccho-Daira. Here is a tiny bit of early fall color. The 2nd shot shows a mountain cherry tree with some autumn color and also shows
the microwave towers on Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro - do you recall that is my destination? The 3rd shot shows the same area as the 2nd shot, but it is zoomed out so that you get more of an
overview.

Oct28_Takao_
14_ColorsRC

Oct28_Takao_
15_ColorsRC

Oct28_Takao_
16_ColorsRC

I passed this nice looking patch of Miscanthus sinensis or Susuki Grass. The 3rd shot shows a Wild Yellow Chrysanthemum (Youngia denticulata).

Oct28_Takao_20_
Miscanthus_sinensisRC
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Oct28_Takao_21_
Miscanthus_sinensisRC

Here are 2 shots of an unknown seedhead. In the 2nd shot you can see more of them in the background. The 3rd shot shows the seedhead of an unknown grass species.

Oct28_ICChoDaira_
27_SeedheadRC

Oct28_ICChoDaira_
31_SeedheadRC

Oct28_ICChoDaira_
34_SeedheadRC

Here is a Wild White Chrysanthemum and that is followed by 2 shots of a very interesting plant. This is the fruit of Adenocaulon himalaicum. Is it an insectivorous plant - each
of those little tentacles is tipped with a sticky drop of something? Why would the seedpods be insectivorous? Google search was able to provide me with VERY LIMITED information on
this species.

Oct28_ICChoDaira_36
_ChrysanthemumRC

Oct28_ICChoDaira_38
_UnknownPlantRC

Oct28_ICChoDaira_39
_UnknownPlantRC

That Adenocaulon himalaicum shown just above also came in a black version - there were several of them, both the green and also the black version. According to some
websites I found, it's the same genus and species but the black one is at a more mature stage than the green one. Really? I don't know - as I said just above, I was able to find VERY
LIMITED information on this species. In the 2nd photo I am now at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft). One maple tree there was red already. I ate a bowl of slippery
mushroom soup - it's called Nameko Mushroom Soup and it's very delicious here. The 3rd shot shows the food stand. They don't offer a lot - cup ramen, beer, saké, some soft drinks,
some fruits, the Nameko Soup and so on.

Oct28_ICChoDaira_40
_UnknownPlantRC

Oct28_Kobotoke_45
_KobotokeSummitRestaurantRC
Oct28_Kobotoke_44
_KobotokeSummitColorsRC

The first shot in this row is zoomed in to the food stand. You can see the drinks selection and part of the menu/price list. From left to right - Cup Ramen is ¥300, Oden is
¥500, juice and hot coffee are both ¥200 and beer is ¥400. The 2nd shot shows a small Persimmon (Diospyros sp.) tree and fruits. The 3rd shot is an unknown bush filled with bright red
berries.
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Oct28_Kobotoke_46_
KobotokeSummitRestaurantRC

Oct28_Kobotoke_48_
KobotokeSummitPersimmonRC

Oct28_Kobotoke_49_
KobotokeSummitRedBerriesRC

Now I am hiking down the Hikage Creek Trail (it's actually a logging road). I found 3 patches of Swertia japonica up near the top of the trail - we had never found this species
here before this! This is called Senburi in Japanese.

Oct28_Hikage_52_
Swertia_japonicaRC

Oct28_Hikage_54_
Swertia_japonicaRC

Oct28_Hikage_61_
Swertia_japonicaRC

Here is a final shot of Swertia japonica. It is followed by 2 shots of blown down trees along the logging road. This is what happened during Typhoon Roke on September 21st,
2011! The typhoon winds generated by Roke were much stronger than a normal typhoon and there was a lot of destruction.

Oct28_Hikage_66_
Swertia_japonicaRC

simplex.

Oct28_Hikage_70
_BlowdownRC

Oct28_Hikage_71
_BlowdownRC

Here is a final shot of Typhoon Roke damage. The 2nd and 3rd photos are what we refer to as "The Bottle Brush Flower" - looks like a Bottle Brush, doesn't it! It is Cimicifuga

Oct28_Hikage_72
_BlowdownRC

Oct28_Hikage_74_
Cimicifuga_simplexRC

Oct28_Hikage_76_
Cimicifuga_simplexRC

End October 28th, End Page 1, End October 2011's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
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weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a not so subtle hint that we'd love you to buy our book "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons". Here is a
272 page SAMPLE PDF file of this 362 page book (new window). Note that it is 28.3 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on
the link and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in
Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use
Acrobat Reader to see what the book looks like as a book is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also
"Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the
right and even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons.

Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $10.00 (14.36%) discount code PPULQ955.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also now available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.
We have a 2nd book which we'd also love you to buy. It is entitled "Some Violets of Eastern Japan". Here is a 74 page SAMPLE
PDF file of this 104 page book (new window). Note that it is 6.93 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select
"Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to
see what it really looks like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During TwoUp" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered
pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Some Violets of Eastern Japan.
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Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $3.90 (17.85%) discount code XFRRJKG8.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.
An animated gif of all of our publications

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month. Even though there is not much here this month, we hope that you
found something which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

October 2012 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Fuji / Fall Colors". A Tone-Mapped image created
from 3 exposure-bracketed photos. Oct. 20, 2012.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

OCTOBER 2012: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING The first Fall Colors at Mt. Takao * Cymbidium nipponicum, Polygonum filiforme, Roses, Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) and more at
Jindai Botanical Garden * Trip to Mt. Fuji Subaru Line 5th Station (2,305 m = 7,562 ft) * Mt. Fuji Scenery * Mt. Fuji Autumn Colors * Japanese Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta) and Japanese
Larch (Larix kaempferi) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the October photos)

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of October 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2012

This page begins with October 12th. Kazuya had to work and I went out to Mt. Takao and climbed it for the
83rd time. That's not really very impressive as it's only 599 m (= 1,965 ft), but it's good for conditioning. I
found the first fall colors. The following day, October 13th, Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden
near our house and took several photos. This page ends with the 13th.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 12th
As it says above, on October 12th Kazuya had to work, but I went out to Mt. Takao and climbed it for the 83rd time. I found the first of the fall colors. These 3 photos are all
of the same tree, merely zoomed to different branches on that tree.
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Oct12_1ATS_MtTakao
_FallColorRC

Oct12_2ATS_MtTakao
_FallColorRC

Oct12_3ATS_MtTakao
_FallColorRC

End October 12th, Begin October 13th
On Saturday, October 13th, Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden on our bicycles and ate soba for lunch at one of the restaurants near the rear gate of the Botanical
Garden and then we entered the garden with our year passes. To our surprise considering how late it is in the season, we found several of the saprophytic Cymbidium nipponicum aka C.
macrorhizon. These 3 shots came out very fine.

Oct13th_13_JindaiBG
_CymbidiumNipponicumRC

Oct13th_16_JindaiBG
_CymbidiumNipponicumRC

Oct13_04_JindaiBG
_Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

There was so much Polygonum filiforme in one small area that I was able to get some quite fine shots of it. This is a real rarity - to be able to get decent shots of this species.

Oct13_11_JindaiBG
_Polygonum_filiformeRC

Oct13_13_JindaiBG
_Polygonum_filiformeRC

Oct13_14_JindaiBG
_Polygonum_filiformeRC

It, totally by coincidence, was the start of yet another Rose Festival at Jindai Botanical Garden, so there were quite a few people present and we, of course, had to take
pictures of the incredible roses!

Oct13th_25_JindaiBG
_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_27_JindaiBG
_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_37_JindaiBG
_RoseGardenRC

The first shot in this row was taken looking directly down the center of the Rose Garden Pond looking towards the Greenhouse. The 2nd shot is a 3 shot panorama taken from
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the pavilion, looking towards the greenhouse. The 3rd shot shows lots of red!

Oct13_15_16_17_
Panorama_JindaiBG_RoseGardenRC
Oct13_23_JindaiBG
_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_50_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

All 3 shots in this row show an abundance of red, and the 3rd shot was taken to only show red and to turn everything else to a shade of gray.

Oct13th_52_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_64_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13_43_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13_49_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_88_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

The 3 shots in this row are quite incredible.

Oct13_48_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

3 more shots - and in the 2nd shot you can see that Kazuya caught me and in the 3rd shot I caught Kazuya.

Oct13th_92_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_97_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13_61_JindaiBG_
RoseGarden_KazuyaRC

In first position is the final shot taken in the Rose Garden. The 2nd shot - a beautiful Bird of Paradise Flower (Strelitzia reginae) was taken in the greenhouse. The 3rd shot,
also in the greenhouse, is a Jatropha integerrima. It is in the family Euphorbiaceae and is a native of Cuba and Hispaniola.
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Oct13th_105_Jindai
BG_RoseGardenRC

Oct13th_119_Jindai
BG_GreenhouseRC

Oct13th_122_Jindai
BG_GreenhouseRC

Here is another shot of the Jatropha integerrima in first position and then a shot of some mature fruits of the Cocoa Tree (Theobroma cacao). The 3rd shot shows the newly
developing flower buds on a branch of the same tree.

Oct13th_129_Jindai
BG_GreenhouseRC

Oct13_65_JindaiBG
_Theobroma_cacaoRC

Oct13_67_JindaiBG
_Theobroma_cacaoRC

There was an orchid exhibition in the greenhouse on this date too! We took quite a few photos of the various orchids, but the one shown here ended up being the best. After
that we walked over to "The Big Lawn" and took some photos of the Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana). The 2 shots in this row were both taken from the same spot, the 2nd shot was
merely zoomed in.

Oct13_71_Jindai
BG_OrchidDisplayRC

Oct13_79_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Oct13_80_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

For the first and 2nd photos in this row I was still standing in the same spot as I was when I took the previous 2 photos, it is merely zoomed in a bit more. The 3rd shot was
taken from a different place, with a different camera (by Kazuya).

Oct13_81_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Oct13_82_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Oct13th_176_Jindai
BG_PampasGrassRC

Here is an extreme zoom of a seed head, but not from the same place as those other photos. I walked closer to get this one. It seems that there is something nearly obscene
about this photo, but I don't know why!? The center photo was taken while looking back through the grass at the sun and the final shot is again looking on with the sun illuminating the
seed heads nicely.
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Oct13_86_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC
Oct13_88_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Oct13_89_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

End October 13th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of October 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2012

This page begins and ends with October 20th and a trip to Fuji-San (City) and then a bus trip to the Mt. Fuji
5th Station of the Subaru Line (there are 4 different 5th Stations on Mt. Fuji). The Subaru Line 5th Station
stands at 2,305 m (= 7,562 ft) - the end of the road. From here you have to climb to go any higher. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 20th
On October 20th Kazuya and I got up at 5:00 AM, got ready and left at about 5:45 AM. We took a train at 6:24 AM and arrived at Fuji-San (City) (formerly Fuji-Yoshida) at
about 9:00 AM. We had to wait until 9:40 AM for the first bus to Mt. Fuji's Subaru Line 5th Station. It must be understood that there are 4 different routes to the summit of Mt. Fuji, and
therefore 4 different 5th Station's, which is why it is relevant to say "the Subaru Line 5th Station". The elevation at this station is 2,305 m (= 7,562 ft). It was chilly here - about 5° C at
10:30 AM or so when we arrived.
    The first shot in this row is Mt. Fuji. It was taken from the Fuji-San (City) train station. The 2nd shot shows some nice fall colors in a Japanese Mountain Ash tree (Sorbus commixta)
at the 5th Station. The 3rd shot shows some horses. You could take a horseback ride here if you desired.
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Oct20_009_MtFujFrom
FujiSanCityStationRC

Oct20th_17_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC
Oct20th_20_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

The 3 photos in this row show some more Autumn Colors - the first shot is another Japanese Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta) while the 2nd and 3rd shots feature Larch trees
(Larix kaempferi) as well as Mountain Ash trees.

Oct20_024_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Oct20_028_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Oct20_029_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Here are 3 amazingly beautiful Autumn Color shots of Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta). In the first shot, the person is Daniel.

Oct20th_30_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20th_32_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC
Oct20th_36_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

We hiked out this trail from the Subaru Line 5th Station for about 45 minutes or so and then we hiked back to the 5th Station and ate an early lunch and hiked down from
there to the 3rd Station (1,693 m = 5,554 ft). Clouds were coming and going as we hiked - at this elevation the wind was not blowing too badly, so it was just slowly moving clouds
going by.
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Oct20th_43_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20th_47_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC
Oct20_036_MtFuji5thStation
Area_FallColor_KazuyaRC

Here are 3 more Autumn Color shots taken as we were hiking out from the Subaru Line 5th Station.

Oct20_051_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Oct20_055_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC
Oct20th_49_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

The first shot in this row shows a nicely colored Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta) and the 2nd shot shows a nice Larch (Larix kaempferi). The 3rd shot shows some High
Elevation territory on Mt. Fuji. Remember, Mt. Fuji - at 3,776 m (= 12,388 ft) - is Japan's highest mountain. This shot was taken at the 5th Station area, so it was difficult to find a place
where a person could get a shot without lots of buildings.

Oct20_068_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Station.

Oct20_070_MtFuji5th
StationArea_FallColorRC

Oct20th_63_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

The first shot in this row was also taken at the Subaru Line 5th Station area and the next 2 shots were taken as we hiked down the road from the 5th Station to the 3rd
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Oct20th_64_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC
Oct20th_68_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20_083_084_MtFuji
5thStationArea_FallColorRC

Hiking down the road from the 5th Station to the 3rd Station. In first position another colorful Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta). In 2nd and 3rd positions are shots showing
Autumn Colors and also the high elevation area of Mt. Fuji.

Oct20_086_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_091_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20th_83_MtFuji_
5thStationTo3rdStationRC

Here are 3 Autumn Color shots which also show the high elevation area of Mt. Fuji. The 3rd image is 3 exposure-bracketed shots which have been Tone-Mapped with
Photomatix Pro software. The Tone-Compressor Option was used.

Oct20_094_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_097_98_Panorama_MtFuji
5thSta_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_098_99_100_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColor_TMTCRC

Can you guess which direction the winds predominantly come from? Easy to determine in these 2 shots of Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi), eh! The 3rd shot shows some nice
colors, made even brighter by the Tone-Mapping of 3 exposure-bracketed photos - the Tone-Compressor Option was again used.

Oct20th_106_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Here are 3 more nice Autumn Color shots.
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3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_109_10_11_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColor_TMTCRC
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Oct20_113_MtFuji5thSta
_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20th_142_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC
Oct20th_121_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Three more nice Autumn Color shots. There was a straight section of road here and we could see these nice colors for a long time. So, starting from far away, we used the
zoom feature of our cameras, and as we approached closer and closer we zoomed less and less to fill our camera frames. The final shot in the previous row is this same group of trees.

Oct20th_148_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20th_150_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20_139_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

The first photo shows the high elevation area once again, and the next 2 shots show those same nicely colored trees as shown in the previous row.

Oct20th_160_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20_155_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC
Oct20_144_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Now we have walked beyond those nicely colored trees and the first shot was taken looking back at them. The 2nd image is another Tone-Mapped rendition of 3 exposurebracketed photos. The 3rd shot shows high elevation area.

Oct20_158_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC
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Oct20th_178_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC
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The first image in this row is also 3 exposure-bracketed photos which have been Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Pro Software, using the Tone-Compressor Option. The 2nd
image is a 2 shot panorama of high elevation area and the 3rd shot is a single image showing both Autumn Colors and high elevation.

Oct20_167_168_Panorama_MtFuji5th
Sta_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC
Oct20_163_64_65_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorTMTCRC

Oct20_166_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

These 3 shots are all quite similar, but just enough different so that we wanted to show them to you so you could see how quickly the clouds are moving by.

Oct20_170_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_172_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_173_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

WOW! A green grasshopper on a brown plant stands out quite distinctly. The 2nd shot shows a small valley filled with autumn color and the 3rd shot is another one showing
both high elevation and autumn colors.

Oct20_176_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_180_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_181_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

In the 1st shot is Daniel and Autumn Colors, in the 2nd shot is Kazuya and Autumn Colors and in the 3rd shot is Fall Colors and high elevation Mt. Fuji.

Oct20th_191_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20_191_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC
Oct20_189_MtFuji5thSta_3rd
Sta_Scenery_FallColor_KazuyaRC

Everything was just so beautiful!! We ended up with 441 photos between the 2 of us - that's just the ones we kept. We discarded quite a bunch of them.
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Oct20_194_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20th_206_MtFuji_5th
StationTo3rdStationRC

Oct20_195_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Here are the final 2 shots. At this place we left the road and hiked down a trail to the 3rd Station and we never had another good view. We cut off about 9 km by not hiking
down the road, but we lost our ability to see anything too. The drop in elevation down to the 3rd station (1,693 m = 5,554 ft) was enough so that there were no or very few Autumn
colors at the 3rd Station.

Oct20_199_200_Panorama_MtFuji
5thSta_3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

Oct20_198_MtFuji5thSta_
3rdSta_Scenery_FallColorRC

End October 20th, End Page 2, End October 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please click the
"General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in the below mosaic to
see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of all of our publications

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. That's all there is for this month, we hope you
found some photos which you enjoyed looking at or that you learned something new and interesting
about Japan.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search
Google Search

Search danwiz.com    

✔

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Double Rainbow" - A Nice Rainbow With a Faint Double Rainbow. October 2nd, 4:47 PM.

OCTOBER 2013: Only ONE Page This Month FEATURING Two shots of a Double Rainbow * Old Index Page and New Index Page Comparison * Osmanthus fragrans var.
aurantiacus Flowers Lying on the Ground (Kinmokusei in Japanese) * First Autumn Colors at Mt. Takao * Sun Rays at Mt. Takao * A Strangely Named Beauty Product * Fukuppy *
Our new Steamless Rice Cooker * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the October photos)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2013!
posted: October 31st, 2013

This page begins with October 2nd and ends with October 14th. There is not very much here this month.
We had typhoon after typhoon pass through the area this month and it rained so often that it was just
crazy. And, then, for the final Sunday of the month, when the weather was beautiful, I had a terribly bad
cold. Not a great month! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2nd
On October 2nd I had 2 back-to-back classes at Takeshiba. After the end of the second class, at 4:40 PM one of the students happened to look out the window
and saw this rainbow. As we were on the 10th floor, it was pretty nice. The first shot was taken from the window of the classroom on the 10th floor. Then I went outdoors at
ground level and the rainbow was still visible, so I took the 2nd shot - at ground level. In both of these shots you can see a very faint double rainbow to the left of the main
one.

Oct02_7_Takeshiba
RainbowCrop_VibRC

Oct02_2_
TakeshibaRainbowRC

End October 2nd, Begin October 7th
Some of you know that I was doing a bunch of testing and trials with a new INDEX PAGE style. After around a year of trying to figure it out. I finally found some
truly useful code which will not allow the main image to be more than 95% of the browser window width. So, the left portion of this image shows what the new style index
page will look like with a very narrow browser window - the photo only fills 95% of the window width! The right portion of the image shows what the old style index page
looked like with a narrow browser window - the picture was cut off, as well as the text. It seems that Smartphone browsers are smarter than computer versions of browsers
though, as even with the old style index page I never had any trouble with my iPhone, i.e., the entire photo always showed. Want to play with it? It's kind of fun to have the
index page open in a window and then play with adjusting the width of the window and watching the photo change size virtually instantaneously. You can do so HERE (new
window or tab). The image is 1,000 pixels in width, so of course there will be no effect until you size the window at less than 1,000 pixels wide.

NewPage_Old
Page_ComparisonRC

End October 7th, Begin October 10th
On October 9th when I bicycled to the station to head for work I noticed that in one small park near our apartment the Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus
flowers were lying on the ground in an amazing pattern of GOLD. The wind had been very strong that morning, due to a passing typhoon, so these golden flowers were piled
up and drifted into amazing shapes and patterns. I didn't get home until after 10:00 PM that evening so I could not go out and take any photos, but I went out the next
morning. By then it was not nearly as good as it had been the previous afternoon, but it was still gold/orange. If you want to see this tree with lots of flowers still in the tree
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/31/2013 10:55:02 AM]
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please go HERE (new window or tab).

Oct10_01_Jindaiji_Kinmokusei_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusFixedRC

Oct10_05_Jindaiji_Kinmokusei_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

Here are 2 closer shots of the Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus flowers lying on the ground. In these 2 shots you can see that there are many brown ones
now. Yesterday they were all gold!

Oct10_07_Jindaiji_Kinmokusei_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

Oct10_09_Jindaiji_Kinmokusei_Osmanthus
_fragrans_var_aurantiacusRC

End October 10th, Begin October 14th
On Monday, October 14th, it was a National Holiday, but Kazuya had to work. I went out to Mt. Takao (599 M = 1,965 ft) and climbed it for the 96th time. I went
specifically to try and catch a beautiful sunset, but it was mostly cloudy and the sunset was disappointing. I found the very first autumn colors, as shown in these 2 photos.

Oct14_01_
MtTakaoFromDNGRC

Oct14_02_
MtTakaoFromDNGRC

The first shot in this row shows a scene from the summit showing a pretty good, but not terrible size, crowd of people. The 2nd shot shows some pretty good sun
rays and the 3rd shot is zoomed in to that area of sun rays.

Oct14_04
_MtTakaoRC

Oct14_07_
MtTakaoFromDNGRC

End October 14th, Begin Miscellaneous
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/31/2013 10:55:02 AM]
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The first shot in this row shows a product with a very strange name. Could this be a product for those people who are SO VERY BEAUTIFUL that they must fight
their beauty? And - it's a drink.
The 2nd shot shows Fukuppy - a strange little mascot - keep reading for an extract
from the news release. (The corect pronunciation is foo-KOO-pee.)
     TOKYO — Fukushima Industries said Tuesday [(October 15th)] it was rethinking
its “Fukuppy” mascot, after the Internet erupted in sniggers over a name that recalls
the catalogue of mishandling at the Fukushima nuclear plant.
      The Osaka-based refrigerator maker, whose name derives from its founder and
has nothing to do with the area hit by an atomic catastrophe, has been ridiculed on
social networking sites for the name it gave its egg-like mascot, which has blue
wings and red feet.
      “I’m Fukuppy. Nice to meet you,” the smiling character with a human face tells
visitors to the company’s website. “I think I’m kind with a strong sense of justice but
people say I’m a little bit scatterbrained.”
      Fukushima Industries unveiled “Fukuppy” in April, blending the first part of the
company name—Fuku—and the end of the English word “happy”, saying it
represented the corporate philosophy of being a happiness-creating company.

      But the striking moniker was mistaken for “an inappropriate word among people
in English-speaking places or its meaning was misunderstood on the Internet,” the
company said in a statement.
      “We sincerely apologize for worrying many people and creating misunderstanding
among them,” the company said, adding: “We will look into the name, including a
rethink of it.”
      The firm, which makes industrial cooling systems and has offices in China,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Taiwan, said the name was nothing to do with
the battered Fukushima power station.
      It is common for companies and organizations in Japan to have a cuddly mascot
character that they use as part of branding. Many are brought to life by adults in
full-size costumes who wander around sponsored events posing for photographs with
children.
      Fukushima Industries home page is HERE (new window or tab) if you want to
take a look at it.

Beauty
FighterFRRC
Fukushima
IndustriesFrRC

We bought a new Steamless Rice Cooker this month. It's an amazing appliance - truly! Here is an excerpt from the news release (back in 2009).
      “This product was realized by developing and installing a 'water-cooled steam
collection system,' which collects the steam generated in the process of rice cooking
inside the main body. The cooker can be used in a wider variety of locations because
it does not generate moisture, heat or odor. In addition, it can maintain high heat
and improve the umami (savoriness) and sweetness of rice, (according to the
company).
      The product is equipped with a water tank in the front side of the main body and
a cartridge inside the lid for collecting the steam. The steam passes through the
cartridge and a pipe and reaches the water tank, where it is condensed to water.
      This system eliminates the need for a stream outlet as is found on the top of
traditional rice cookers. Because the steam remains inside the cooker, it does not
mess up, heat up or moisten its surroundings.
      Traditional rice cookers have some shortcomings such as making shelves and
walls dirty, decreasing walking space by a sliding shelf pulled out for rice cooking and
posing a risk of being burned by the steam. With the new product, these problems
are solved by keeping the steam inside the cooker.
      Furthermore, the heating power is maintained at high level after the boiling
process because the steam does not escape. Traditional rice cookers are
intermittently heated up at 850W to prevent the steam from boiling out of the steam
outlet. In contrast, uninterrupted heating at 900W is possible for the new product,
resulting in a 16% increase in the heat quantity during the main cooking process.
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      The convection generated in this heating process increases the amount of
reducing sugar by about 40% and the swelling of rice by about 11%. Therefore, the
rice cooked by the new product is sweeter and more delicious.
      The steam is separated from the umami components (sugars, amino acid) while
passing through the cartridge, and only the umami components are kept inside.
Specifically, the umami components are condensed and the steam is stored in the
tank when passing through a dam. The collected umami components are returned to
rice in the steaming process, increasing its umami by twofold compared with that of
rice cooked by traditional rice cookers."

In the lightbox image you still cannot see details, so I have included a larger size
image of this and you can find it HERE (new window or tab) if you want to take a
look at it. I'm purposely not telling you how much we paid for it because you'd think
we are crazy to pay so much for a rice cooker. But, if you do research the price of
this model, please be aware that we got it for more than 40% off the normal retail
price. And -- yes, the rice truly is better tasting. The current products page at
Mitsubishi is HERE (new window or tab). And - we bought the black colored model, it
only comes in red and black and the red colored model is so popular that it sells for
about US$40 more than the black colored model.
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Our New Steamless Rice Cooker
a Mitsubishi Model NJ-XW104J

End Page 1, End October 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie
of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be
good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire
DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show
you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please
click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in
the below mosaic to see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of some of our publications (26 seconds)

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. Please come back again next month - there should be
some great shots of autumn colors next month - if the typhoons give us a break!

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Fuji" - Mt. Fuji from Okuniwa (3 exposures; Tone-mapped). October 25th, 2:05 PM.

OCTOBER 2014: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Our Two Outings/Adventures this Month * A Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden * Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) at its Peak
of Beauty * Cymbidium nipponicum Flowers * Impatiens textorii - the Impatient Plant * A Trip to the Subaru Line 5th Station of Mt. Fuji * Amazing scenery * Autumn Colors * Mountain
Ash (Sorbus commixta) * Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) * Distance Views of Mt. Yatsugatake * Distance View of Mt. Kai-Komagatake * Horses for Riding * Distance Views of
Yamanaka Lake & Mt. Myoujin * Hiking the Ochuudou Trail from the 5th Station to Okuniwa * Cranberries (Vaccinium oxycoccos) * Cover of Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous
Mountains - Volume 13: Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake) - Our Newest in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Mountains" series of books * More     (Click on the Photo or on
this text to go directly to the October photos)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2014

This page actually begins with September 28 and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden to see what was
happening there. It was too late in the month though, to post with the September photos, so that's why
those photos are being shown now. Then our next outing was on October 25th. That was a trip to the 5th
Station of Mt. Fuji on the Subaru Line for an autumn color trip. This page ends with October 25 at 10:58
AM as we were wandering around the 5th Station and snapping photos.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 28th

  All 3 photos in this row show the patch of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) in the center of the Big Lawn area at Jindai Botanical Garden. This patch of grass
expands every year. This year we were fortunate in that we happened to come and see it when it was at its absolute peak of beauty. The seedheads had JUST reached maturity
and not started to disintegrate and blow away yet. WOW!

Sept28_01_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Sept28_02_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Sept28_03_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC


  Here are 3 more shots of the Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana). The first and third shots show just the seedheads.

Sept28_09_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC
Sept28_05_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC

Sept28_06_JindaiBG_
Cortaderia_selloanaRC


  These 3 shots are of a different patch, which is smaller and it is a different cultivar, variety or something - the sign shows this name Cortaderia selloana - Carminea
endataleri.

Sept28_13_JindaiBG_Cortaderia_
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Sept28_10_JindaiBG_Cortaderia_
selloana_Carminea_endataleriRC

selloana_Carminea_endataleriRC
Sept28_12_JindaiBG_Cortaderia_
selloana_Carminea_endataleriRC


  In this row are 3 images of Cymbidium nipponicum - an orchid which is parasitic on the roots of some tree species. The center image shows the very center portion of
the flower you see in the first photo. These are some of the best (most colorful) photos we've ever gotten of this species. It grows under the big old trees, so it is generally in
deep shade and very difficult to capture the colors, but the sun happened to be at just a perfect level to illuminate these couple of plants for us.

Sept28th_JindaiBG003_Part_
CymbidiumNipponicum

Sept28_15_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

Sept28th_JindaiBG003_
CymbidiumNipponicumRC


  Here are two more images of Cymbidium nipponicum - the center image is a portion of the first photo. The 3rd shot shows a pink impatient flower (Impatiens textorii)
with some bright red Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) in the background.

Sept28_20_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

Sept28th_JindaiBG009_
ImpatiensTextoriRC
Sept28_20_Part_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicumRC


  The first shot in this row shows Polygonum thunbergii flowers and leaves. The second photo is of a common cattail (Typha latifolia). We lassoed it and then blacked
out some houses and other things in the background. The 3rd shot is another Impatiens textorii - the impatient plant.
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Sept28th_JindaiBG012_
PolygonumThunbergiiRC

Sept28th_JindaiBG014_
ImpatiensTextoriRC
Sept28_30_JindaiBG_
Typha_latifoliaRC

End September 28th, Begin October 25th

  Okay, now let's go out and see Mt. Fuji and fall colors. The 3 shots in this row were taken from the bus stop where we waited for the bus to take us up to the 5th
Station of Mt. Fuji. This is in Mt. Fuji City. The first image has been doctored to remove the wires - the 2nd shot is the original of the first image just to show you the difference.
The 3rd shot is zoomed in, didn't have to remove any wires in this one!

Oct25_01_WiresRemoved
_FujiSanCityBusStopRC

Oct25_01_FujiSan
CityBusStopRC

Oct25_07_FujiSan
CityBusStopRC


  Now we are up at the 5th Station of Mt. Fuji. We also visited here in October 2012, 5 days earlier than this year. If you want to, you can see those photos HERE (new
window or tab). The first image in this row is a Tone-mapped image created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos with Photomatix Pro using the Details Enhancer Option. The 2nd
shot is a distance shot and shows Mt. Yatsugatake - the distant mountain just to the right of center. We just finished writing Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous
Mountains - Volume 13: Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake) and it was approved for sale on October 22, 2014, so it was really cool to see Mt. Yatsugatake from here - and so
clearly! The 3rd shot shows the same area, but with no zoom. The white outlined area shows the approximate area of the following photo and the black outlined area shows the
approximate area of the 2nd following photo. Oh, Mt. Yatsugatake is about 76 km (47 mi) distant at a compass bearing of 334°.

Oct25_12_13_14_5th
StationArea_TMDERC

Oct25th_Mt
Fuji5thStation003RC

Oct25_16_5th
StationArea_RC


  The first photo in this row is a zoomed in shot of Mt. Yatsugatake and it shows approximately the white outlined area of the previous photo. The 2nd shot is zoomed in
even more and shows approximately the black outlined area of the photo two previous to it. The 3rd image is a 3 shot panorama of Mt. Yatsugatake - zoomed in to the
maximum possible extent. Pretty amazing, eh? This panorama includes the photo just previous to it and also the next 2 photos.

Oct25_19_20_21_AutoPano_Smaller_
5thStationArea_YatsugatakeRC
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Oct25_18_5thStation
Area_YatsugatakeRC

Oct25_19_5thStation
Area_YatsugatakeRC


  Here are the other 2 shots which make up the 3 shot panorama which is in 3rd position in the previous row. The colors could be better, but the clarity is pretty good.
The 3rd shot shows Mt. Kai-Komagatake. It is also one of the 100 Famous Mountains of Japan, but we have not climbed it - at least not yet! It is #55 on the list of the 100
Famous Mountains of Japan, which you can find HERE (new window or tab).

Oct25_20_5thStation
Area_YatsugatakeRC

Oct25_21_5thStation
Area_YatsugatakeRC

Oct25_22_5thStation
Area_KaiKomagatakeRC


  Here is another beautiful Tone-mapped image of the summit area of Mt. Fuji from the 5th Station area. The 2nd shot shows some beautiful colors, one of the shops at
the 5th Station and you can see an elevation sign - 2,305 m (= 7,562 ft). The 3rd image is another one which consists of 3-exposure bracketed shots - it shows such amazing
colors. The sun was at such an angle at this time of day that it was difficult to get good photos and I shot several exposure-bracketed photos so that I could end up with some
good images to show you. All of the yellow-colored trees are Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi).

Oct25_37_38_39_5th
StationArea_Fuji_TMDERC

Oct25_40_5thStation
Area_RC

Oct25_45_46_47_5th
StationArea_Fuji_TMDERC


  In this row are 2 shots of a beautiful red-colored Mountain Ash (Sorbus commixta) and then another Tone-mapped image created from 3-exposure bracketed photos
with Photomatix Pro using the Details Enhancer Option.

Oct25_50_5thStation
Area_ColorsRC

Oct25_51_5thStation
Area_ColorsRC

Oct25_59_60_61_5th
StationArea_Fuji_TMDERC

End Page 1, but October 25th Continues on Page 2 (at 10:58 AM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this Mt. Fuji adventure.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2014

This page continues from Page 1 as we were strolling around the Mt. Fuji 5th Station Area of the Subaru
Line on October 25th. The first photo was shot at 10:58 AM. Just by coincidence the final photo on Page 1
was also shot at 10:58 AM. The final photo on this page was taken at 12:56 PM as we were hiking the trail
which goes from the 5th Station to Okuniwa - the Ochuudou Trail.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 25th Continues from Page 1 (at 10:58 AM)

  At the 5th Station you can pay to ride a horse. They don't allow you to go very far and they also don't allow you to be unaccompanied - a handler leads the horse by
the reins and you ride it. Exciting, eh -- NOT! Anyway, there was one horse kind of hidden away and not being ridden so I stopped to rub his ears and heads. The first photo
shows me being friendly to the horse. It appreciated my friendship. The 2nd and 3rd photos show the beautiful golden-yellow colors of the Japanese Larch trees (Larix
kaempferi).

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation073RC

Oct25th_MtFuji5th
Station075RC
Oct25_70_5th
StationArea_ColorsRC


  This trail we are on runs for a bit of a distance from the 5th Station more or less to the north. You can approach the summit from this trail if you want to. There are
fewer leaves remaining this year than there were in 2012 when we were here. This time the weather is much more clear too! We can see forever.
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Oct25_77_5th
StationArea_RC

Oct25_81_5th
StationArea_RC

Oct25th_Mt
Fuji5thStation094RC


  Here are lots of yellows and golds for you. These yellows are all in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) trees. The center photo shows Kazuya.

Oct25_84_5th
StationArea_RC

Oct25_85_5th
StationArea_RC
Oct25_83_5thStation
Area_KazuyaRC


  We could see Yamanaka Lake from here! The black outlined area shows the approximate area of the following photo and the yellow outlined area shows what you'll
see in the 3rd photo in this row. The 2nd photo is zoomed in to Mt. Myoujin, which we camped on top of back in September 2005. At that time we took photos of Mt. Fuji by
moonlight. If you want to see them they begin HERE (new window or tab). The 3rd shot is zoomed out a bit and in this one you can see Mt. Myoujin and Yamanaka Lake quite
well.

Oct25_88_5thStation
Area_YamanakaLakeRC

Oct25_89_5thStation
Area_MtMyojinRC

Oct25_90_5thStationArea
_YamanakaLakeMtMyojinRC


  In first position in this row is another shot of Mt. Yatsugatake. The second shot is looking up Mt. Fuji with a Christmas Tree size Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) for
color contrast. The 3rd shot shows some of the horses which are available for rental - to ride with a handler leading you.

Oct25_94_95_96_5thStation
Area_Yatsugatake_TMTCRC

Oct25_105_5th
StationArea_RC

Oct25_110_5thStation
Area_HorseRC


  Here is another shot of the horses in first position. That is followed by beautiful yellow colors as we look out towards Mt. Yatsugatake while hiking along the Ochuudou
Trail from Station 5 to Okuniwa. Remember from Page 1, Row 8 that Mt. Yatsugatake is about 76 km (47 mi) distant at a compass bearing of 334°. The 3rd shot is looking up
Mt. Fuji with some nice yellow and gold colors in evidence.
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Oct25_113_5thStation
Area_HorseRC

Oct25_141_Hiking5
StaTo4Sta_FujiRC
Oct25_130_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_ColorsRC


  In this row are shots of myself in first position, Kazuya in 2nd position and then beautiful cloudy scenery in 3rd position. We are hiking the Ochuudou Trail in all of the
photos now.

Oct25th_MtFuji5th
Station152RC

Oct25_155_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_RC
Oct25_150_Hiking5
StaTo4Sta_Kazuya_FujiRC


  The first shot in this row is a Tone-mapped image of 3 exposure bracketed photos, one of which was the previous photo. What we'd like to have you notice here is how
the foreground and mid-ground is so much lighter in this Tone-mapped image than in the previous photo. The 2nd and 3rd photos are shots which show nice autumn colors and
also me, hiking along the Ochuudou Trail.

Oct25_154_155_Hiking
5StaTo4StaTMDERC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation157RC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation193RC


  Here is a shot of me looking out at the beautiful scenery. The outlined area in the 2nd photo shows the approximate portion that is shown in the 3rd photo. We'd like
you to notice that line of small bushes which is growing along the small drainage which you can see near the center of the 2nd photo - that is why I zoomed in for the 3rd photo.
Interesting, eh?

Oct25th_MtFuji
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Oct25_161_Hiking

Oct25_160_Hiking
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5thStation171RC

5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  In the 1st photo in this row you can see some outstanding gold and yellow colors of Autumn. The 2nd photo is looking up towards the summit of Mt. Fuji. Note the
outlined area - it will be shown to you in the 3rd photo.

Oct25_168_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25_175_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25_174_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  Here is another shot showing beautiful gold and yellow in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) and then 2 shots of cranberry plants (Vaccinium oxycoccos). We ate
several handfuls of cranberries, and we bought a jar of locally made cranberry jam at Okuniwa. Yummy!!!

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation199RC

Oct25_180_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_CranberryRC

Oct25_181_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_CranberryRC

End Page 2, but October 25th Continues on Page 3 (at 1:10 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this Mt. Fuji adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2014

Okay, now it's 1:10 PM and we are continuing our hike along the Ochuudou Trail from the Subaru Line 5th
Station of Mt. Fuji to Okuniwa. We are continuing to have wonderful weather, in fact practically
unbelievable weather. Enjoy the view with us, won't you!   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

October 25th Continues from Page 2 (at 1:10 PM)

  The first shot in this row shows distant scenery and the nice yellow colors of the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The 2nd shot again shows Mt. Yatsugatake way off
in the distance - please remember that Mt. Yatsugatake is about 76 km (47 mi) distant at a compass bearing of 334°. The 3rd shot is looking up towards the summit of Mt. Fuji

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation241RC

Oct25_190_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC
Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation200RC


  Here comes Kazuya walking towards me on the Ochuudou Trail in the first shot. The 2nd shot is once again distant scenery and the 3rd shot shows a small piece of
this face of Mt. Fuji. The outlined area is the area included in the first photo in the next row.

Oct25_191_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_KazuyaRC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation244RC

Oct25_195_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  Here is the outlined area from the previous photo and then a shot of me, with the summit of Mt. Fuji behind me. The 3rd shot is another distant scenery shot with lots
of yellow Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi).

Oct25_194_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25_199_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_RC
Oct25th_MtFuji
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5thStation252RC


  Here is another shot of this face of Mt. Fuji - and an outlined area, which of course is shown in the second photo.

Oct25_200_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25_201_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  WOW! Such beauty! And, the sun has now moved around enough so that we are getting great lighting and it's no longer necessary to take exposure-bracketed shots
and process them as Tone-mapped images.

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation255RC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation258RC
Oct25_206_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  Now some light clouds are kind of beginning to come and go across the face of the mountain, but it's not a problem for us. These clouds all show virga trails!

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation268RC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation272RC

Oct25_208_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC


  Here is a shot of me shooting some photos. That's followed by an amazing yellow/gold Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) branch. The 3rd shot shows several Japanese
Larch and their colors.

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation277RC


  What can be said that the photos themselves do not already say?
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Oct25_222_Hiking5Sta
To4Sta_LarchBranchRC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation281RC
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Oct25_224_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25_225_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation284RC


  The first shot in this row has an old abandoned hut in it - wonder how many years since it was last used? The 2nd shot shows more yellow, blue, red, brown and
orange beauty and the 3rd shot is another of Mt. Yatsugatake off in the distance.

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation289RC
Oct25_228_Hiking
5StaTo4Sta_FujiRC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation297RC


  The first shot in this row is again Mt. Yatsugatake and when I processed it I managed to bring out some interesting colors in the foreground mountains and also reduce
the haze in the background. The 2nd shot is of another Japanese Larch branch. The 3rd shot shows more nice colors of autumn.

Oct25_232_Hiking5Sta
To4Sta_YatsugatakeRC

Oct25_236_Hiking5Sta
To4Sta_LarchBranchRC

Oct25th_MtFuji
5thStation305RC


  Here are the final 3 shots. These were all taken from a view spot at the Okuniwa Hut. The 2nd and 3rd ones are identical Tone-mapped images, but the 3rd one is
larger size for your added appreciation. That 3rd shot is the one which is used on this month's index page and I think I should also put it on the Special Items Page as soon as I
can find time to do so. Maybe by the time you are reading this, it will be there!

Oct25_242_
OkuniwaArea_RC

Oct25_239_240_241_
OkuniwaArea_TMDE_1RC

Oct25_239_240_241_
OkuniwaArea_TMDE_IndexRC


  Here is the cover of our latest in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Mountains" series of books. This newest one is - Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous
Mountains - Volume 13: Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake), which was approved for sale on October 22, 2014. You can find a Details page and a sample PDF file for this book
HERE (new window or tab). With 208 pages and about 216 photos it is the longest one yet! This is the final book in the series - at least for now - we need to climb some more
of the 100 Famous Mountains before we can write the next one.
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Volume13_Mt. Yatsugatake
_Cover_CroppedRC

End October 25th, End October 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of
our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to
rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD
collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the
FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at
the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(32 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(24 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, October 2014
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Iwa-Hiba - Spike Moss" - Jindai Botanical Garden. October 24th, 10:47 AM.

OCTOBER 2015: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Covers of Our Newest Book Japan Outdoors * Nogawa Park * Begonia grandis * Hummingbird Hawk Moth
(Macroglossum sp.) * Impatiens textorii - the Impatient Plant * Butterflies * Toad Lily
(Tricyrtis sp.) * Jack-In-The-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) * A Lizard * Lycoris radiata - Cluster
Amaryllis * Snake Gourd (Trichosanthes cucumeroides) * Edible Chrysanthemums * Jindai
Botanical Garden * Iwa-Hiba (Spike Moss - Selaginella tamariscina) Display * Geastrum
triplex - One of the Earth Star Fungi * The Big Lawn and Pampas Grass (Cortaderia
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selloana) * More Hummingbird Hawk Moth (Macroglossum sp.) Photos * Dahlia Garden *
Our Third Annual Adventure to Mt. Fuji's 5th Station Area for Autumn Colors * Mt.
Yatsugatake * Mt. Kitadake * Mt. Fuji * Yamanaka Lake * Mt. Myoujin * Mt. Mitsutouge *
Colorful Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) * Lake Motosu * Reindeer Moss/Reindeer Lichen
(Cladonia rangiferina) * A Picturesque Old Abandoned Hut * A Large Patch of Green Moss
* Oniwa (Okuniwa) Area Scenery * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the October photos)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2015

This page begins with cover images of our newest book. Then we jump to October 3rd and a trip to
Nogawa Park for autumn flower viewing. There are 3 photos, taken at home, from October 4th and then
we jump to October 24th and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Cover Images of Our Newest Book

  We created a new book this month - in paperback and also in hardcover and Kindle Editions! The Amazon page for all 3 editions is HERE (new window or tab). The
blurb on the rear cover pretty much explains what this book is, but if you want a bit more information, the detail page for this book is HERE (new window or tab)

JapanOutdoors_IS
_Cover_Crop_RGB_4

JapanOutdoorsCover_
CreateSpaceCropped_4

Begin October 3rd

  On October 3rd Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park to see what was happening with the autumn flowers and autumn colors. There were no autumn colors yet, but we
found some autumn flowers. The first two shots in this row show examples of Begonia grandis. The third shot shows Impatiens textorii and a Hummingbird Hawk Moth
(Macroglossum sp.).

Oct03_01_NogawaPark_
Begonia_grandisRC

Oct03_02_NogawaPark_
Begonia_grandisRC

Oct3rd_20_
NogawaParkRC


  The first image in this row is a cropped out portion of the previous shot, showing primarily the Hummingbird Hawk Moth (Macroglossum sp.). Those Hummingbird
Hawk Moths are amazing, moving just as quickly as a Hummingbird, they are extremely hard to catch in a photo. The second shot shows a nice close-up of the Impatiens
textorii - the Impatient Plant. The 3rd shot shows an Impatient Plant and another Hummingbird Hawk Moth (Macroglossum sp.).

Oct3rd_20_
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Oct03_05_NogawaPark
_Impatiens_textoriiRC

Oct3rd_21_
NogawaParkRC
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NogawaPark_Part


  The first image in this row is again, a cropped out portion of the previous photo, showing primarily the Hummingbird Hawk Moth - (Macroglossum sp.). The second
shot is another close up of an Impatient Plant and the third shot again shows an Impatient Plant (Impatiens textorii and a Hummingbird Hawk Moth - (Macroglossum sp.).

Oct3rd_21_Nogawa
Park_PartRC

Oct03_08_NogawaPark_
Impatiens_textoriiRC

Oct03_09_NogawaPark_
Impatiens_textorii_HHMRC


  The first image in this row is once again, a cropped out portion of the previous photo and again shows the Hummingbird Hawk Moth - (Macroglossum sp.). The second
shot shows a kind of Daisy and the third shot shows a purple-berried plant. Those berries are so beautifully colored.

Oct03_09_NogawaPark_
Impatiens_textorii_HHM_PartRC

sp.).

Oct03_07_Nogawa
Park_DaisyRC

Oct03_10_NogawaPark_
PurpleBerriesRC


  Here are two shots of two different kinds of butterflies taking the nectar from Thistle Flowers. The third shot shows a huge seedhead of Jack-In-The-Pulpit (Arisaema

Oct03_11_Nogawa
Park_ButterflyRC

Oct03_12_Nogawa
Park_ButterflyRC

Oct03_13_Nogawa
Park_ArisaemaRC


  Here is a final shot of the huge seedhead on that Jack-In-The-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) plant and then two shots of an interesting white flower.
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Oct03_15_Nogawa
Park_ArisaemaRC

Oct03_19_Nogawa
Park_WhiteFlowersRC

Oct03_20_Nogawa
Park_WhiteFlowersRC


  Here is another shot of that same white flower. The second shot is a seedhead of the Yuba Yuri (Old Women's Lily) and the third shot shows the pleasantly colored
leaves of an Asarum sp. plant.

Oct03_22_Nogawa
Park_WhiteFlowersRC

Oct03_23_Nogawa
Park_LilySeedheadRC

Oct03_25_Nogawa
Park_AsarumRC


  All three shots in this row show the Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.). The third shot also includes a small lizard - it's quite well camouflaged, can you find it?

Oct03_29_Nogawa
Park_ToadLilyRC

Oct03_30_Nogawa
Park_ToadLilyRC

Oct03_33_NogawaPark_
ToadLily_LizardRC


  The first image in this row is a cropped portion of the previous photo, showing the lizard. The second shot is another closer shot of the lizard which was beside the
Toad Lily. The 3rd photo shows a Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis) - the very last one which still had a flower on it.

Oct03_33_NogawaPark_
ToadLily_Lizard_PartRC
Oct03_34_NogawaPark_
ToadLily_LizardRC

Oct03_36_NogawaPark_
Lycoris_radiataRC


  The first photo here shows a closer shot of that Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis) - the very last one which still had a flower on it. The second shot shows another
beautiful Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.) flower and the 3rd shot shows the fruits of what is called the Snake Gourd in Japanese (Trichosanthes cucumeroides).

Oct03_37_NogawaPark_
Lycoris_radiataRC
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Oct03_39_NogawaPark
_ToadLilyRC

Oct03_40_NogawaPark
_SnakeGourdRC
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End October 3rd, Begin October 4th

  In Japan there is a certain type of Chrysanthemum which has edible flowers. Kazuya found some at a local store, bought them, spent a couple of hours plucking all of
the flower petals from the flowers and then briefly par-boiling them. We ate them with our supper that evening - they are quite tasty.

Oct4th_2_Chrysanthemum
BlossomsRC

Oct4th_6_Chrysanthemum
BlossomsRC

Oct4th_9_Chrysanthemum
BlossomsRC

End October 4th, Begin October 24th

  On October 24th Kazuya and I rode our bicycles to Jindai Botanical Garden
to see what was happening as far as autumn flowers and fall colors. In the indoor
display area they had this large display of Selaginella tamariscina et. al. - Spike Moss
(Iwa-Hiba in Japanese). The first shot shows just one of the 4 or 5 tables filled with

this plant. At first I failed to be impressed, but I came to appreciate it as we walked
around and studied the specimens. The second shot shows a Spike Moss Garden on a
large rock. The third shot has more color as the grower also planted some flowering
species in his or her pot. What do you think? Is it amazing or boring?

Oct24_04_JindaiBot
Garden_IwaHiba_AdjRC

Oct24_01_JindaiBot
Garden_IwaHibaRC

Oct24_05_JindaiBot
Garden_IwaHibaCropRC


  Here are the final two shots of Spike Moss. These two photos show only one plant - one shot from the side and one shot from the top. Oh, don't bother to ask me what
the little signs say because I don't know.

Oct24_06_JindaiBot
Garden_IwaHiba_Crop_AdjRC

Oct24_07_JindaiBot
Garden_IwaHibaCrop_AdjRRC


  As we walked around we noticed some a small sign which identified the species shown in these two photos. It is Geastrum triplex - One of the Earth Star Fungi. We
last saw Earth Stars in March of this year on Mt. Takao.
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Oct24_09_JindaiBot
Garden_GeastrumRC
Oct24_10_JindaiBot
Garden_GeastrumRC


  Then we continued to the Big Lawn area, where the patch of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) grows. Just as we arrived there were no people around, but suddenly
a family arrived and their children immediately ran for the Pampas Grass. If I had been just one moment faster with my camera I could have gotten a shot with no people! Each
of these three shots is increasingly zoomed in. They were all taken from the exact same spot.

Oct24_13_JindaiBotGarden
_BigLawn_PampasGrassRC

Oct24_14_JindaiBotGarden
_BigLawn_PampasGrassRC


  This was a chilly morning, so we stopped at the vending machine and small
shop on the edge of the Big Lawn and bought some hot drinks to get warmed up.
While we were sitting there I gathered some of the colorful leaves that had fallen on
the ground and Kazuya moved them around on top of the picnic table and made
several designs. This first shot shows one of them. Then we continued on and at a
large patch of Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.) we found Hummingbird Hawk Moths

Oct24_15_JindaiBotGarden
_BigLawn_PampasGrassRC

(Macroglossum sp.) again. The images above, in Rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 were shot at
shutter speeds of 1/100th - 1/200th of a second. This time I wanted to try and stop
the wings, so I cranked the shutter speed up to 1/2000th of a second and adjusted
the flash to maximum. As you can see, even at 1/2000th of a second, I was not able
to freeze the wings. Oh, the third image is a cropped portion of the center photo.

Oct24_22_JindaiBotGarden_
HummingbirdHawkMothRC

Oct24_22_JindaiBotGarden_
HummingbirdHawkMoth_PartRC

Oct24_17_JindaiBot
Garden_ColorLeavesRC


  Here are the final two images showing Hummingbird Hawk Moths (Macroglossum sp.). The center image is a cropped portion of the first photo and again, you see that
1/2000th of a second shutter speed did not freeze the wings! So, they beat their wings at the rate of more than 2,000 times/second, amazing for a "Moth", eh?! After a while we
ended up in the Dahlia Garden, so the final shot in this row shows a nice Dahlia Blossom.
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Oct24_24_JindaiBotGarden_
HummingbirdHawkMothRC

Oct24_24_JindaiBotGarden_
HummingbirdHawkMoth_PartRC
Oct24_31_JindaiBot
Garden_DahliaGardenRC


  These three shots all show Dahlias. Both lower corners of the center photo have been blurred out to remove people's heads! As you can see in the third shot - of
Kazuya shooting a flower - there were so many people here taking photos that it was virtually impossible to get a photo without at least one person in it.

Oct24_32_JindaiBot
Garden_DahliaGardenRC

Oct24_50_JindaiBot
Garden_DahliaGardenRC
Oct24_36_JindaiBot
Garden_DahliaGardenRC

End October 24th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2015

This page begins with October 25th and our 3rd Annual Fall Color trip to the 5th Station of Mt. Fuji. The
final photo on this page was shot at 12:08 PM. Page 3 will continue from 12:09 PM.   Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin October 25th

  On Sunday, October 25th we got up at 4:00 AM, got ready and took trains
and then a bus to the 5th Station of Mt. Fuji for Autumn Color viewing. We also went
there in October 2012 and October 2014 and if you want to review those year's
photos please CLICK HERE (new window or tab) for the 2012 photos and CLICK
HERE (new window or tab) for the 2014 photos (scroll down to Row 7). The three

Oct25_01_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

shots in this row all show Mt. Yatsugatake, increasingly zoomed in. Mt. Yatsugatake
was the subject of our Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains Volume 13: Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake) (new window or tab) book so it is a
mountain which holds a great deal of interest for us.

Oct25_02_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_04_05_AutoPano_MtFuji
_5ththStationAreaRC


  The first shot in this row shows Mt. Kitadake. Mt. Kitadake was the subject of our Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains - Volume 9: Mt. Kitadake
(new window or tab) book so it too is a mountain which holds a great deal of interest for us. The second and third shots again show Mt. Yatsugatake.

Oct25_16_17_AutoPano_AutoColor_Mt
Fuji_5ththStationAreaRC

Oct25_09_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_14_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC


  The first shot in this row shows the summit area of Mt. Fuji, the second
shot shows a sign which tells us that we are at an elevation of 2,305 meters (7,562
feet). The third shot shows Yamanaka Lake, a place which used to be a favorite place
for us to visit, but we have not been there since 2007. I guess the primary reason we
don't go there any more is due to the fact that our favorite place to stay moved to a
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far less intriguing location. In this photo you can see Mt. Myoujin - the grass covered
mountain, which looks like a mere hill from here. We climbed that mountain and
camped out there to get full moon photos on September 17, 2005. Those photos are
HERE (new window or tab), starting right in Row 1.
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Oct25_20_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_21_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_24_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC


  Here are three more shots in which Yamanaka Lake can be seen. The first shot shows me and the second shot shows Kazuya. The third shot is scenery.

Oct25th_24_MtFuji5th
StationAreaRC

Oct25_25_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC
Oct25_31_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC


  Here are two more shots which show Yamanaka Lake. The second shot is zoomed in to Mt. Myoujin. The third shot shows Kawaguchi Lake.

Oct25_26_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_27_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_28_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC


  The first shot shows Mt. Mitsutouge - the one with all of the towers on it in the relative foreground. We have also climbed that mountain - four times in fact! The
second shot is again Mt. Kitadake and the third shot is again Mt. Yatsugatake.

Oct25_30_MtFuji_5thth
StationAreaRC

Oct25_37_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_38_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  Now we are hiking from the 5th Station of Mt. Fuji to Oniwa, or Okuniwa. These shots all show nice yellow colors in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The second
shot shows me and the 3rd shot is a zoomed in shot quite similar to the first shot.
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Oct25_43_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_44_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC
Oct25th_49_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC


  These three shots all show a good deal of autumn color in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The second shot shows Kazuya with a big smile. The third shot
appears to be a zoomed out shot which is similar to the first shot.

Oct25_49_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_50_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC
Oct25_53_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  The first shot in this row shows Lake Motosu, the second shot again shows Mt. Kitadake and the third shot shows the sun angle we were contending with whenever we
tried to take a photo looking up towards the summit area of Mt. Fuji. This is, of course, the reason that so many of these shots show "sun spots" and unwanted lens reflections.
It was, to say the least, difficult shooting conditions looking in that direction.

Oct25_56_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_57_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  These three shots all were taken while looking towards the summit of Mt. Fuji. The person in the center shot is me.
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Oct25_71_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC
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Oct25_74_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25th_93_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC

Oct25th_96_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC


  All three of these shots were selected for their nice autumn colors in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi).

Oct25_79_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25th_106_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC

Oct25_80_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  Two more shots selected for their autumn colors. It's a shame that there are no Red Maples and very few Mountain Ash trees here to add some color contrast.

Oct25_83_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_85_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

End Page 2, But October 25th Continues on Page 3 (at 12:09 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this adventure, our final one of October 2015.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2015

This page continues October 25th from Page 2. Page 2 ended at 12:08 PM and this page begins with 12:09
PM and the continuation of our hike from the 5th Station of Mt. Fuji to the Oniwa (Okuniwa) Area. This is
the final adventure of October and this page only has 9 Rows of photos, so browse slowly and enjoy.   Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

October 25th Continues (at 12:09 PM)

  The first shot in this row is again looking up towards the summit of Mt. Fuji, but it was after we had turned in a somewhat different direction, so the sun is not much of
a problem any longer. The outlined area in this photo shows the area included in the next photo. The third shot shows a portion of a very large patch of Reindeer Moss/Reindeer
Lichen (Cladonia rangiferina). This was more or less all over the place up here, but this was a large patch with no other intruding species. It was very pretty.

Oct25_87_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_88_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_96_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  Here are three additional shots which show a portion of the same very large patch of Reindeer Moss/Reindeer Lichen (Cladonia rangiferina) as shown in the third shot
in the previous row.

Oct25th_122_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC

Oct25_98_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_101_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC


  Here are three really nice yellow color shots of the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The second and third shots show the summit area of Mt. Fuji.
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Oct25th_126_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC

Oct25th_133_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC
Oct25th_132_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC


  And here are three more amazingly yellow colored shots of the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The third shot is close and personal.

Oct25_102_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_103_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25th_136_MtFuji5th
Station_OkuniwaRC


  More yellow colors in the Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi). The second shot shows the corner of an abandoned hut that has fallen down even more since the last time
we were here. The third image is made up of 3-exposure bracketed shots which were combined in Photomatix Pro to create this HDR (High Dynamic Range) image. This is a
different hut than the one in the center shot. This is probably the old abandoned toilet that visitors to the hut used.

Oct25_106_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_109_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_111_112_113_5th
StationToOkuniwa_TMDERC


  Up above we showed you some shots of Reindeer Moss, well these three shots show regular moss. In addition to the large patch of Reindeer Moss, we also found this
amazingly large patch of regular moss. It was strange to see this here, so we took several shots of it.

Oct25_117_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC
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Oct25_118_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC

Oct25_119_5th
StationToOkuniwaRC
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  Okay, this bus stop sign shows that we have arrived at Oniwa (Okuniwa).
From here Kazuya hiked down to a small gift shop to purchase a bottle of delicious
cranberry jam. We have always purchased a jar of cranberry jam here. This was the
first time that I did not go down there. I just waited around the bus stop here and
took photos. My left leg was acting up and I didn't want to put even more strain on it.
So, the second and third shots were taken from down near that gift shop by Kazuya.
If you have purchased our 2016 Calendar - Japan Outdoor Photos (new window
or tab) you may have noticed that the photo for October was taken at Okuniwa. By

Oct25_120_MtFuji
_OkuniwaAreaRC

the way, if you plan to purchase this calendar then I strongly recommend that you
purchase the one with the green cover. By the time you see this, the black cover one
should no longer be available, but if it is, do not purchase that one. If you want the
International Version, then I am sorry, but the black cover one is the only edition
which is available. What's the difference? The green cover version binding is what is
referred to as "Saddle-Stitch" and the black cover version is bound with glue. By the
way, you can view a complete PDF file of the 2016 calendar HERE (new window or
tab).

Oct25th_148_
OkuniwaSceneryRC

Oct25th_155_
OkuniwaSceneryRC


  Here are two more photos that Kazuya shot while he was down at the gift shop just below Okuniwa, both of which show fine yellow colors and the summit area of Mt.
Fuji. The 3rd shot is something I found while wandering around the bus stop area. This is a fallen tree that is about half buried in the soil at this time. I wondered how many
years ago this tree had fallen so that it was about half decayed and also half buried in the soil.

Oct25th_159_
OkuniwaSceneryRC

Oct25th_179_
OkuniwaSceneryRC

Oct25_121_MtFuji
_OkuniwaAreaRC


  Here is another shot I captured while wandering around the bus stop area. Nice green and yellow contrasts, eh?! The second and third shots show Kazuya hiking back
up the trail. After he returned we ate the lunch which we brought with us and then took the next bus to Kawaguchi Lake train station and headed for home, finally arriving back
at our apartment at about 5:45 PM or so.

Oct25_127_MtFuji
_OkuniwaAreaRC

Oct25_135_MtFuji
_OkuniwaAreaRC

Oct25_136_MtFuji
_OkuniwaAreaRC

End October 25th, End October 2015's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of
our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to
rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD
collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the
FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at
the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, October 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2016 - Favorite Photo
"An Alaskan Larch" - in Full Autumn Clothing. October 8th, 9:32 AM.

OCTOBER 2016: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Daniel Working in the Snow *
Aurora Borealis on September 29th * Climbing Wickersham Dome * The Sawtooth
Mountains * The White Mountains * Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Table Top
Mountain * Olnes Pond * Aurora Borealis at Olnes Pond * Aurora Borealis from our Home
Driveway * An Autumn Clothed Larch Tree (Larix laricina) in Our Yard * Black-Capped

Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) at our Birdfeeder * Aurora Borealis and Full Moon * Our
New TV, TV Stand & New DVD Shelves * Yard and House Photos Pre-Snow and Post-Snow
* Alaska Range Near Delta Junction, Alaska * Several Photos of Kazuya's Baked Delights *
An Ermine (Mustela erminea) in Our Yard * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text
to go directly to the October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of October
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2016

This page actually begins with one photo which
Kazuya took on September 28th. Then there are
eight photos from September 29th. After that we
actually get into the October photos and a climb
partway to the summit of Wickersham Dome and

some snowy scenery. That evening we camped in
our pickup canopy at Olnes Pond and took photos of
the Aurora Borealis, and that ends Page 1.   Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 28th

  This solitary photo taken on September 28th shows me working on our land picking up brush and piling it - study this photo a bit and you'll see that I am working in
the falling snow.

Sept28th_
004Exp_SnowRC

End September 28th, Begin September 29th

  Kazuya loves to bake. This photo shows two of his baked creations - the ones on the left are called "Financier" and the ones on the right are called "Palmier" - they
were both delicious!

Sept29th_003_Palmier
AndFinancierRC


  The previous photo was taken in the morning. These photos of the Aurora Borealis were, of course, taken at night on September 29th, just a short distance up the road
from our house.

Sept29th_009_Curves
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Sept29_2_Curves

Sept29_3_
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_Levels_AuroraRC

_Levels_AuroraRC

Curves_AuroraRC


  Here are two more photos of the Aurora Borealis. These photos do not do justice to what we were actually able to see.

Sept29_4_Curves
_Levels_AuroraRC

Sept29_5_Curves
_AuroraRC


  Here are two more photos of the Aurora, note that you can see the Big Dipper in both of these shots.

Sept29_8_
Curves_AuroraRC

Sept29_6_
Curves_AuroraRC

End September 29th, Begin October 1st

  On October 1st we went north on the Elliott Highway, parked at the
Wickersham Dome Trail parking lot and hiked partway to the summit of Wickersham
Dome. Remember that we climbed all the way to the summit of Wickersham Dome on
July 13th, but this time we knew how far it was and we had no desire to duplicate that

Oct1_03_Wickersham
Dome_SawtoothMtnsRC

climb on this date, we were just out for a bit of exercise and recreation. The first photo
in this row shows the Sawtooth Mountains, rather zoomed-in. The second shot shows
those same Sawtooth Mountains without any zoom. The third shot shows the Alaska
Range near Delta Junction - a long ways away!

Oct1st_002_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1st_013_
WickershamDomeRC


  The first and third shots in this row show the White Mountains and the center shot shows the summit of Wickersham Dome.

Oct1_10_Wickersham
Dome_WhiteMtnsRC
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Oct1st_018_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1st_025_
WickershamDomeRC
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  The first and third shots in this row show the summit of Wickersham Dome. The outlined area in both of those shots shows the area that is shown in the center shot in
the row.

Oct1_11_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1_20_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1_21_
WickershamDomeRC


  The first shot here shows the White Mountains and the person is me. The center image is a two-shot panorama of the White Mountains - zoomed-in quite a bit. The
outlined area shows the area that is included in the third shot in this row, which is zoomed-in even more.

Oct1_12_13_AutoPano_
WickershamDome_WhiteMtnsRC
Oct1st_028_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1_17_Wickersham
Dome_WhiteMtnsRC


  Here is another shot which is zoomed-in to the White Mountains. The second shot shows Kazuya on the tundra and the third shot shows some frozen Lingonberries
(Vaccinium vitis-idaea). Is it necessary for me to point out that you should note that we have a bit of snow underfoot in several of these shots?

Oct1_19_Wickersham
Dome_WhiteMtnsRC

Oct1_23_Wickersham
Dome_KazuyaRC

Oct1_24_Wickersham
Dome_LingonberriesRC


  Here is another shot zoomed-in to the White Mountains. Note Table Top Mountain, which we climbed on July 9th. The center image is composed of 3-exposurebracketed photos combined into one image - a High Dynamic Range image. Both the center the the third photos show the Sawtooth Mountains in the distance.

Oct1_26_Wickersham
Dome_WhiteMtnsRC

Oct1_31_32_33_Wickersham
Dome_SawtoothMtns_TMDERC


  As we were driving back towards Fairbanks in the afternoon we noticed that
there was a single aspen clone which still had golden colored leaves. You can see this
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/31/2016 9:30:12 AM]

Oct1st_043_
WickershamDomeRC

Olnes Pond and some interesting clouds. We stopped here to camp for the night so
that we could take photos of the Aurora Borealis over the pond. We cooked our supper
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clone in the first and second photos in this row. Every other aspen tree was bare of
leaves except for the ones which are a part of this clone. Why? The third photo is of

Oct1st_054_
WickershamDomeRC

and ate and then slept for a short time and got up at around dark and found some
decent Aurora to photograph.

Oct1st_055_
WickershamDomeRC

Oct1_35_
OlnesPondRC


  Here are three shots of the Aurora Borealis over Olnes Pond. In the first and third shots you can see the reflection of the Aurora in the pond.

Oct1st_104_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC

Oct1st_105_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC

Oct1st_110_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC


  Here are the final three shots from October 1st - three additional shots of the Aurora Borealis at Olnes Pond. Note that you can see the aurora reflection in the pond in
all three shots.

Oct1st_112_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC

Oct1st_113_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC

Oct1st_114_Olnes
Pond_AuroraRC

End October 1st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of October
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2016

This page begins with October 2nd and photos of
the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights. All of those
shots have been processed and adjusted to bring
out the lights so that they appear as close as
possible to what we actually witnessed. The Aurora
is quite bright, it's pretty hard not to see it up in the

sky when it's happening, but all of the photos
barely make it visible without some type of
processing to bring it out. After that, there are two
photos which were taken on October 8th in our
"Yard". That's all there is on this page.   Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2nd

  Here are three shots of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights. These shots were all taken from right outside our door while standing in the driveway.

Oct2_01_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_04_
Aurora_CurvesRC
Oct2_05_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  These three Aurora shots were also taken while standing on our driveway.

Oct2_06_
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Oct2_07_

Oct2_08_
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Aurora_CurvesRC

Aurora_CurvesRC

Aurora_CurvesRC


  Now we have walked out to the road and walked uphill about 500 meters or less. In the first shot you can easily find the Big Dipper.

Oct2_09_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_10_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_11_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  These shots were also taken from a short distance up the road from our house. In the first two shots you can again find the Big Dipper.

Oct2_12_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_13_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_14_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  Here are three more shots of the Northern Lights which were taken just a short distance from our house. In this row you can find the Big Dipper only in the third photo.

Oct2_15_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_16_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_17_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  And three additional Aurora photos taken from close to our house. You can find the Big Dipper in the first shot.

Oct2_18_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  Three more shots of the Aurora.
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Oct2_19_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_20_
Aurora_CurvesRC
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Oct2_21_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_22_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_23_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  And three more shots. In all three of these shots you can find the Big Dipper, along with lights from three house up on the hills above us.

Oct2_24_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_25_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_26_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  The final two shots of the Aurora from this date, again, you can find the Big Dipper in both of these shots.

Oct2_27_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct2_30_
Aurora_CurvesRC

End October 2nd, Begin October 8th

  The first image in this row shows one of the two larch trees on our land. Note how it is decked out in its most glorious fall clothing. This image is composed of three
exposure-bracketed photos combined in Photomatix Pro using the Tone-Compressor option. The second shot shows a Black-Capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus) at our
birdfeeder.

Oct8_5_OurYard
_Black_Capped_ChickadeeRC
Oct8_1_2_3_OurYard
_LarchTree_TMTCRC
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End October 8th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of October
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2016

This page begins with the night of October 14th,
just two days before this month's full moon. We
went out and found amazing Aurora Borealis
(Northern Lights) again. We suspected that the
moon would reduce the chances of getting any
decent photos but, to the contrary, our photos came
out better than ever. Then we jump to a single shot

taken on October 17th, a few shots taken on
October 20th - pre-snow and post-snow, and then
October 21st. After that there are a mere two shots
from October 22nd, shots of the Alaska Range near
Delta Junction, Alaska again.   Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin October 14th

  These first three shots of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights were once again taken from our driveway. In all three shots you can, of course, easily find the nearly
full moon.

Oct14_01_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_02_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_03_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  Now we have walked up the road about 500 meters to continue. We suspected that the presence of the moon would make the Aurora virtually invisible in these photos,
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so we were very pleasantly surprised when they came out like this.

Oct14_04_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_05_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_06_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  The bands near the moon then disappeared and more bands appeared more to the north and to the east. For the center shot I certainly wish my camera had been
aimed just a few more degrees to the right, but the aurora are very dynamic and by the time my camera was ready to take another shot, that display had disappeared.

Oct14_08_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_09_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_10_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  The first two shots in this row were taken looking more or less to the southeast. The third shot was taken looking more or less to the northwest.

Oct14_11_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_12_Aurora
_Curves_ExpRC

Oct14_13_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_15_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_16_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  All three of these shots were taken looking kind of to the northwest.

Oct14_14_Aurora
_Curves_LevelsRC


  The second and third images in this row were taken pretty much looking to the north - study them and you can find the Big Dipper. The first one may have been taken
while looking to the northwest, I'm not sure.
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Oct14_17_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_19_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_21_
Aurora_CurvesRC


  Both of these shots were, quite obviously, taken while looking up the road, which would make the direction, north. You can find the Big Dipper in both of them.

Oct14_22_
Aurora_CurvesRC

Oct14_26_
Aurora_CurvesRC

End October 14th, Begin October 17th

  We finally bought a TV - a 39 inch Hitachi Model #LE39A309. So, the next day I built a TV stand. Then, we had a use for our DVDs and therefore unboxed our DVD
collection, which had remained in the boxes since we arrived from Japan. That meant that I also had to build DVD shelves. The unit to the left of the TV is what I came up. It's
not fancy, but it serves the purpose. This is in our loft, which is also our bedroom.

Oct17_1_TV_
DVDShelvesRC

End October 17th, Begin October 20th

  On October 20th snow was forecast for the afternoon, so I wanted to take
some pre-snow and post-snow photos. In this row are three pre-snow photos taken at
around 10:00 AM. The first one shows the west part of the house, our pickup truck and
the woodshed. The center shot is the woodshed with the new wood on the left, rounds

Oct20_03
_House_YardRC
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which need to be split, on the ground to the right of the wheelbarrow, and the first rick
of wood which we will use this winter on the far right. The third photo was taken from
the driveway. We take quite a few of our Aurora shots from this very spot, but with
the camera aimed higher.

Oct20_04
_House_YardRC

Oct20_05
_House_YardRC
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  The first shot in this row was quite obviously, taken looking up the driveway. The second shot was taken from the northwest corner of the house looking to the
northwest. These photos were also taken at around 10:00 AM.

Oct20_06
_House_YardRC

Oct20_10
_House_YardRC


  Here are two panoramic images. The first one shows the eastern portion of the house and the land while looking to the north. The second one shows the woodshed and
western portion of the property. These too, were taken at around 10:00 AM.

Oct20_08_09_Auto
Pano_House_YardRC

Oct20_01_02_Auto
Panorama_House_YardRC


  Okay, the weather forecast was correct and it snowed. By the time the storm finished there was less than an inch on the ground, but the ground was already frozen
before the snow started, so it stuck to the ground from the first flake. The third show was taken at 6:05 PM - some nice sunset colors behind the clouds.

Oct20_11_
House_Yard_SnowRC

Oct20_12_
House_Yard_SnowRC

Oct20_13_
House_Yard_SnowRC

End October 20th, Begin October 21st

  Now it's October 21st and still snowing, but as I said above, the total accumulation for this storm was less than an inch. You can compare these photos with those up
above which were taken before the snow.

Oct21_1_2_AutoPano
_House_Land_SnowRC
Oct21_3Adj_
House_Land_SnowRC


  Here are two shots of our birdfeeder. Most of the birds we see (so far) are Black-Capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus).
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Oct21_5_Black_
Capped_ChickadeeRC

Oct21_4_Black_
Capped_ChickadeeRC

End October 21st, Begin October 22nd

  These two images were taken on October 22nd from up the road from our
house - once again we show you the Alaska Range near Delta Junction, Alaska. On the
far left is Mt. Hayes (13,832 ft = 4,216 m), in the center is Hess Mountain (11,940 ft

= 3,639 m) and on the right is Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft = 3,761 m). The second photo
is a two-shot panorama and shows Hess Mountain (11,940 ft = 3,639 m) on the left
and Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft = 3,761 m) on the right.

Oct22_4_5_Pano_Delta
Mountains_SteeleCreekRdRC

Oct22_1_DeltaMountains
_SteeleCreekRdRC

End October 22nd, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this adventure and also for the conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of October
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2016

Kazuya did not get around to labeling and giving me
his photos taken after October 1st, until October
26th, so this page shows several of Kazuya's photos
of various subjects. There are several baked goods

photos (all delicious to eat) and then some photos
of a visitor to our house on October 26th.   Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Kazuya's Baked Delights - October 2nd through October 26th

  Here is a Lingonberry Cheesecake. This was so very delicious.

Oct2nd_003_Lingon
berryCheesecakeRC

Oct3rd_002_Lingon
berryCheesecakeRC


  This is an Apple-Sweet Potato Pie. I don't know where Kazuya found this recipe, but it was a surprise to find the orange chunks in the pie. Of course it was delicious.
Oh, by the way, the crust is 144 layers thick. It is composed of a layer of dough, a layer of butter, a layer of dough, a layer of butter and so on. The crust takes nearly a full day
to make.

Oct7th_002_
ApplePieRC

Oct7th_004_
ApplePieRC


  Here are some Roll-Cake photos. The brown-colored filling is chocolate and the red-colored filling is lingonberry

Oct12th_004_
RoleCakeRC

Oct12th_005_
RoleCakeRC


  The first photo in this row shows some Broyer(s) and the second photo shows some Prune Madeleines.
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RoleCakeRC
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Oct14th_027
_BroyerRC

Oct17th_006_
PruneMadeleineRC


  WOW! Here is a 3-layer chocolate cake which was so very delicious as to be indescribable. The third photo shows an apple tart and of course it was also delicious.

Oct24th_001_
ChocolateCakeRC

Oct24th_007_
ChocolateCakeRC

Oct26th_002
_AppleTartRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, Begin A Postal Surprise

  Here are two photos of a box of Oregon vegetables which were sent to us by a friend. The vegetables were all home grown by the friend and were so very tasty. The
two beeswax candles that look like pine cones are amazing too.

Oct6th_004_Veggies
FromSandyRC

Oct6th_008_Veggies
FromSandyRC

End A Postal Surprise, Begin October 26th Visitor

  In mid-afternoon on October 26th we returned from town and after we had
brought our shopping bags in the house we were on the porch enjoying the day.
Kazuya heard and saw something off in the woods. At first he thought it was some
bird, but then it came closer and we got our first glimpse of it. It was an Ermine
(Mustela erminea). It explored tha area around our house for maybe 15 minutes, just

Oct26th_003
_ErmineRC
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running through the woodshed, around the house, jumping and practically bouncing
off trees. We hope that it will stay here and continue to entertain us from time to time.
We have a lot of Red-backed voles and Meadow voles here and they are one of its
favorite foods, so we fully expect it to stay.

Oct26th_007
_ErmineRC

Oct26th_015
_ErmineRC
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  It already acts at home in and around the woodshed.

Oct26th_017
_ErmineRC

Oct26th_008
_ErmineRC

Oct26th_018
_ErmineRC


  This is the cutest photo - standing up and looking around. Note its size in relation to our footprints.

Oct26th_023
_ErmineRC

Oct26th_019
_ErmineRC

End October 26th, Begin October 27th

  The night of October 27th we went out on the porch at about 11:30 PM and
noticed that the Northern Lights were out so we took a few shots from the driveway,
like we always do, and then we walked up the road 200 or 300 meters and shot more
photos. This one shown here is an attempt to combine three separate photos that

were quite nice. All three shots were taken from the exact same spot with the camera
on the tripod, so it was relatively easy to align the three shots, but then combining
them so that the different lighted areas showed to the optimum amount took a lot of
playing around. Anyway, this is what I ended up with.

Oct27_10_11_12_
Aurora_Curves_FrameRC

End October 27th, End October 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of
our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to
rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD
collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the
FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at
the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, October 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2017 - Favorite Photo
"A Roaring Fire" - In our Woodstove. October 17th, 7:15 AM.

OCTOBER 2017: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Peek at Our Only 2018 Print
Calendar * Cutting up Our Delivery of 42 Foot Birch Firewood Logs * Our First Snow * Our
Second Snow * A Roaring Fire in Our Woodstove * Frost on the Trees at 4 F° (-16° C) * A
Stuffed Big Mama Squash * Kazuya's Baked Delights * Business Card * First and Second

Sales Events * Products Offered & Packaging * Mini-Bundt Cakes * Hamantaschen *
Banana Bread * Cake Aux Fruits * North Pole Grange Hall * A Full-size Bundt Cake Which
was Donated for a Silent Auction Fund-Raiser * More     (Click on the Photo or on this
text to go directly to the October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/29/2017 12:57:47 PM]
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of October
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2017

This page begins with an advertisement which we
hope entices you to purchase our only 2018 print
calendar. Then we show the pile of logs which we
purchased for future years firewood, and show the
cutting of the final round. After that we jump to
October 10th and our first snow of the 2017-18

winter season.
Following that are a couple of
photos of our next snow, on October 17th and then
a cold morning on October 20th. The final photo on
this page shows a Stuffed Big Mama Squash which I
baked for a dinner party we had.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Our Only 2018 Print Edition Calendar

  Here are three shots which show various aspects of the only 2018
PRINT EDITION Calendar that we've made. This is available now, the Amazon
link to it is HERE. 
This calendar is available only with USA Holidays. Of
course it can be ordered through your local bookstore, just go to the Amazon
link, write down the ISBN number and ask your local bookstore to order it for
you. If you prefer not to look at Amazon, the ISBN is 978-0-9969810-5-7.
HERE is a PDF file which shows what this calendar will look like when hanging

on your wall (new window). It is 1.3 MB in size. It's COMPLETE, but
Watermarked, secured against printing, reduced in size to 3.95 inches in
width and PDF'd at the VERY lowest possible quality - all in an attempt to
prevent theft. I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save Link
As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can
find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it
most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9).

2018_IS_Calendar_9780996
981057-ColorSS_CroppedRC
2018Calendar_
The12Photos_RGBRC
2018Print
Calendar_JanRCRC

End Our 2018 Print Edition Calendar, Begin October 3rd

  If you looked at the website last month then you know that on September
17th at 10:30 PM a load of log length (42 feet) birch firewood was delivered to us and
as the truck could not make it down our driveway, the logger unloaded it beside the
road. The first shot here was taken from up the road and is looking at the butt end of
the logs. On October 1st there were 8 logs left to cut and that is what is shown in the

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/29/2017 12:57:47 PM]

second shot. There were at least 60 logs delivered. On October 3rd we finished cutting
the last logs and getting them hauled down to the temporary storage places beside our
woodshed. The third shot in this row shows me pointing at the very last cut that had to
be made.
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Sept18_2
_FirewoodLogsRC

Oct1_1_
FirewoodLogsRC

Oct3_04_Finishing
TheFirewoodPileRC


  In the first shot in this row I am lifting the saw up out of the final cut and in the second shot I am looking at Kazuya and saying "it's done" with a big tired looking smile
on my face.

Oct3_25_Finishing
TheFirewoodPileRC

Oct3_26_Finishing
TheFirewoodPileRC


  In first position in this row is Kazuya throwing some of the last rounds down
to the wheelbarrow. The second shot shows him throwing the very last rounds and
saying "HA!" The third image is a 3 shot panorama taken from the woodshed roof. It
shows part of the wood we have stacked up and drying for the winter. It is covered

with plastic and in the spring we'll rent a firewood splitter, get it all split up and then
move it into the woodshed. Note that I said "this image shows part of the wood..." The
remainder of it is on the other side of the woodshed.

Sept26_6_7_8_Sph
_Pano_FirewoodPileRC
Oct3_29_Finishing
TheFirewoodPileRC

Oct3_32_Finishing
TheFirewoodPileRC

End October 3rd, Begin October 10th

  Well, we finished cutting up that pile of logs on October 3rd and getting it hauled down the hill and close to the woodshed. Now it's October 10th and we've had our
first real snow which is most likely going to last until next April. WHEW! It's a good thing that we didn't loiter around in our work.

Oct10_1_
FirstSnowRC
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Oct10_2_
FirstSnowRC
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End October 10th, Begin October 17th

  Now it's October 17th and that snow from October 10th has been added to. These two shots show that the larch (Larix sp.) needles have now turned yellow.

Oct17_1_First
MajorSnowRC

Oct17_3Adj_
Home_SnowRC


  Here is a two-shot snowy panorama taken on October 17th. In second position is a photo looking into our woodstove. Needless to say, we do not leave this door open,
it's only open now so as to be able to take a photo.

Oct17_3_4_Auto
Pano_FirstMajorSnowRC

Oct17_1SIP_
Home_WoodstoveRC

End October 17th, Begin October 20th & 21st

  These three shots were taken on October 20th. It was a chilly 4° F (-16° C) outside this morning and everything was coated with frost crystals. The yellow outlined
area in the first shot shows the portion of the photo which is shown in second position. The third shot shows the same larch tree as shown above, note that it has now lost a large
percentage of its needles.

Oct20_1Part_
SunriseTimeRC
Oct20_1_
SunriseTimeRC

Oct20_3Adj_
SunriseTimeRC


  On October 21st we had guests for dinner and the portion of the meal which I made was this "Big Mama" stuffed squash. On the left you see it stuffed and the outer
ring already inserted back into the top, the center shot shows the inner ring inserted back into the top and the right image shows it ready to put in the dish and stick in the oven.
How the hell did I open it? With a hacksaw!
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BigMama
Squash_StuffedRC

End October 20th & 21st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's photos.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of October
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2017

This page begins and ends with Kazuya's Baked
Delights. On this page you'll find his business card,
a link to his Facebook page and several photos of

baked goods which he made and sold at two events
we attended. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  As most of you already know, Kazuya has started a business, which is called "Kazuya's Baked Delights". Here is his business card. Note the Facebook web address.
HERE is a hot link to his Facebook page.

Kazuya
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  His first event was on October 7th at the North Pole Grange Hall. Here are photos of his Chocolate Bundt Cake, Hamantaschen and Chocolate-Cherry-Craisin-Oatmeal
Cookies which we sold at the event.

Oct7th_001_NorthPoleGrange
_ChocolateBundtCakeRC

Oct7th_003_NorthPole
Grange_HamantaschenRC

Oct7th_004_NorthPoleGrange_
ChocolateCherryCraisinsOatmealCookieRC


  In this row you can see a shot of Kazuya's Apple Cinnamon Rolls, another Chocolate Bundt Cake and a Lemon Bundt Cake. We also sold these items at the North Pole
Grange Hall on October 7th.

Oct7th_006_NorthPoleGrange
_AppleCinnamonRollsRC

Oct7th_010_NorthPoleGrange
_ChocolateBundtCakeRC

Oct7th_011_NorthPoleGrange
_LemonBundtCakeRC


  Here is a Cake aux Fruits and a container of sliced Cake aux Fruits, which we offered as samples.

Oct7th_012_NorthPoleGrange
_CakeAuxFruitsRC

Oct7th_013_NorthPoleGrange
_CakeAuxFruitsRC


  Here is what the packaging looks like and then a shot of Kazuya standing behind his sales table inside the North Pole Grange Hall. He actually did fairly good, at least
the table fee and the ingredients were paid for! Not bad for the first day of business. His business falls under the rules of the Alaska Cottage Foods Industry - State Inspection is
not required, but all recipes must be made available in case somebody asks to see them, the products can contain no items which must be refrigerated and they can only be sold
by the baker; they cannot be sold to a store and then resold. Kazuya has to be onsite and they can be sold only by him. Of course we work together at the table though, but it
would not be precisely legal for me to sell the products if he was not there.

Oct7th_017_NorthPoleGrange
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Oct7_1SIP_North
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_BundtCakesRC

PoleGrangeEventRC


  The first shot here shows a Star of David shape, constructed of Hamantaschen, a type of baked good which is popular for the Purim Jewish Holiday. The second shot
shows a delicious Strawberry Danish and the third shot shows some wonderful Banana Bread. Notice that these items were for the 2nd event at the North Pole Grange Hall on
October 14th.

Oct10th_004_
HamantaschenApricotRC

Oct12th_002_
StrawberryDanishRC

Oct13th_002_
BananaBreadRC


  Here is a shot of one of Kazuya's Gluten-Free Lemon Cakes and then two shots of the table at the October 14th North Pole Grange Hall event - the second event.

Oct13th_004_GF
LemonCakeRC

Oct14th_008_NorthPole
Grange_MarketTableRC

Oct14th_009_NorthPole
Grange_MarketTableRC


  Here are two more shots of Kazuya's products, on the table at the North Pole Grange Hall. In the first shot, note our Good Luck Wooden Cat, given to us at the event
by a friend. It came from Hawaii. The third shot shows the North Pole Grange Hall from the outside.

Oct14th_010_NorthPole
Grange_MarketTableRC

Oct14th_011_NorthPole
Grange_MarketTableRC

Oct14th_017_NorthPole
Grange_MarketTableRC


  The first two shots in this row show what Kazuya calls a cherry pie. The first shot was, of course, taken before baking. The third shot shows some orange peel which
Kazuya made for dicing up and putting into various recipes.

Oct17th_004_
StrawberryPieRC

Oct17th_008_
StrawberryPieRC

Oct9th_001_
OrangePeelRC


  The first shot in this row shows some lemon peel which Kazuya made for dicing up and putting into various baked goods. The second photo shows some strawberry
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/29/2017 12:57:47 PM]
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confiture. This is what is on the strawberry pies in the previous row.

Oct9th_002_
LemonPeelRC

Oct10th_001_
StrawberryConfitureRC


  Here are some Hamantaschen before they are baked and then a Ginger, Fig, Chocolate Bundt Cake.

Oct10th_002_
HamantaschenApricotRC

Oct21st_015_Ginger
FigChocolateBundtCakeRC


  Somebody found Kazuya's Blog and requested that he make a donation to
help out a fund raising event for The Northern Interior Alaska Association for the
Education of Young Children (NIAAEYC). Kazuya complied and the person in
charge came to pick the cake up - here are some photos. It was to be auctioned off,

along with other donated baked goods in a silent auction. We do not yet know the
results of the silent auction. By the way, the small colored things are individual petals
of a rose - made from white chocolate and colored.

Oct26th_003_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC

Oct26th_031_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC
Oct26th_035_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC


  Here are three more photos of the cake which Kazuya donated for the NIAAEYC silent auction fund raising event.
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Oct26th_037_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC

Oct26th_041_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC

Oct26th_042_Lemon
BundtCakeForDonationRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End October 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of
our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to
rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD
collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the
FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 2 of 2, October 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Nearly Sunset Time" - Taken Through Window and Screen. October 23, 4:45 PM.

OCTOBER 2018: ONE Page This Month FEATURING Our Only 2019 Print Calendar *
Assembling a "Shed-in-a-Box" * October 20 - First Snow * Sunset Time Colors in the Trees *
Black-Billed Magpie (Pica hudsonia) at Suet Feeder * October 29 - Second Snow * A Walk Out in

the New Snow * Two Woodworking Projects * Kazuya's Baked Delights * More     (Click on the
Photo or on this text to go directly to the October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2018!
posted: October 31st, 2018

There isn't a great deal which we can show you this
month.
First of all is our only Print Edition 2019
calendar example, and after that are some photos of the
assembly of a "Shed-in-a-Box". After that are some
photos of our first snow and then some shots of a

Black-Billed Magpie at our bird feeder. Then we show
you some photos which were taken after our second
snow. There are some photos of a couple of projects
which are made of wood and then a couple shots of
Kazuya's Baked Delights. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Our Only 2019 Print Edition Calendar

  Here are three shots which show various aspects of the only 2019 PRINT
EDITION Calendar that we've made. This is available now, the Amazon link to it is
HERE. 
This calendar is available only with USA Holidays. Of course it can be
ordered through your local bookstore, just go to the Amazon link, write down the
ISBN number and ask your local bookstore to order it for you. If you prefer not to
look at Amazon, the ISBN is 978-0-9969810-8-8. HERE is a PDF file which shows
what this calendar will look like when hanging on your wall (new window). It is

1.35 MB in size. It's COMPLETE, but Watermarked, secured against printing,
reduced in size to 3.95 inches in width and PDF'd at the VERY lowest possible
quality - all in an attempt to prevent theft. I suggest that you right click on the link
and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place
where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very
important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9).

2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The Entire Cover
2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The Photos
2019 Calendar - Alaska Outdoor Photos
The January Page

End Our 2019 Print Edition Calendar, Begin October 1st - 6th

  We had been weighing options for how/where to store our log splitter and snow
blower now that winter is closing in. Last year we did not have the log splitter and we had
little enough firewood in the woodshed so that we could keep the snow blower in there - this
winter the woodshed has too much wood in it though. When we drove past "The Home

Depot" one day we noticed this "Shed-in-a-Box" set up in their parking lot, checked it out
and bought it. Somewhere on the box it states that it can be assembled in 1.5 hours. Well, it
took more than 1.5 hours just to assemble the frame, as shown in the second photo in this
row.

1_Shed
InABox_Oct1RC
3_Shed
InABox_Oct2RC
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  The photos in this row continue with the "Shed-in-a-Box" assembly. The first photo
shows that we have succeeded in getting the end panels on. That took another 3 or 4 hours.
The final photo shows me sitting on the log-splitter after we managed to get the top on. That

took another 3 or 4 hours. We decided that the stated assembly time of 1.5 hours MAY be
accurate for a person or persons assembling about their fourth or fifth one of these and
assembling it on a flat pad - possibly a nice asphalt or concrete pad.

5_Shed
InABox_Oct3RC

10_ShedInABox
_Oct6_180RC

End October 1st - 6th, Begin October 20th - 23rd

  Here are three images which show our first snow, so slight that it was gone by noon of the following day. Our first snow on October 20th was so late that 1920 was the last time the
first snow for the season had come so late. The center image is a 2-shot panorama looking south from our porch. Note how foggy it is in these photos.

Oct20_1_2_Auto
Pano_FirstSnow2018RC
Oct20_3_
FirstSnow2018RC

Oct20_4_
FirstSnow2018RC


  Here are two shots taken at nearly sunset time - about 4:50 PM. The first shot was taken through the screen on the window, which I think gives it an interesting effect. For the
second shot I removed the screen from the window before shooting.

Oct23_3_SunsetTime
AtHome_WireRemoved_AdjRC

Oct23_5_SunsetTime
AtHome_WireRemovedATRC


  A Black-Billed Magpie (Pica hudsonia) tries to determine how to get suet from one of our suet bird feeders. Maybe you can see that the suet cake in these photos is an old one and it
is falling apart, so the magpie flies up and knocks a piece off of the suet cake and then goes down to the ground (third photo) and eats what it managed to knocked down.

Oct21st_001
_MagpieRC
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Oct21st_002
_MagpieRC

Oct21st_005
_MagpieRC
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down.


  Here are three more shots of the Black-Billed Magpie knocking suet out of the suet feeder. In the third shot, the bird is diving to the ground to start eating what it has knocked

Oct21st_006
_MagpieRC

Oct21st_007
_MagpieRC

Oct21st_008
_MagpieRC

End October 20th - 23rd, Begin October 29th

  Over the course of a week this magpie kept coming to the suet feeder every day and it finally learned how to grip on to the frame of the feeder and work on eating directly from the
feeder. It also continued to just knock stuff down and then go to the ground to eat what it knocked down.

Oct29th_001
_MagpieRC

Oct29th_002
_MagpieRC

Oct29th_003
_MagpieRC


  More shots of that magpie eating and trying to eat from our suet feeder. The third shot shows the bird getting ready to "attack" the feeder once again.

Oct29th
_009_MagpieRC

Oct29th
_013_MagpieRC

Oct29th
_016_MagpieRC


  These two images are the same - a 2-shot panorama taken looking south from our front yard after our second snow on October 29th. The first image is shown in color and the
second iteration of it is shown in black and white. Which appeals to you - the color one or the black and white one?

Oct29_01_02_AutoPano_Color
_SIP_WalkUpSteeleCreekRoadRC

Oct29_01_02_AutoPano_B_W_SIP
_WalkUpSteeleCreekRoadRC


  After this second snow we took a walk up the road to enjoy the whiteness. The first shot shows the front of our house. The second image is another 2-shot panorama in which you
can see the house, the woodshed and some unsplit firewood - which will not fit in the woodshed until next spring. The third shot shows Steele Creek Road and also shows that this snow is not
melting.
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Oct29_04_05_AutoPano_SIP_
WalkUpSteeleCreekRoadRC
Oct29_03_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Oct29_06_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  The first shot is zoomed in to our house from Steele Creek Road. The second shot shows Steele Creek Road from farther up the road than the previous shot of the road. The third
shot shows that the weeds and brush have not yet been knocked down - not enough snow yet.

Oct29_07_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Oct29th_018_
SteeleCreekRdRC

Oct29_08_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  These two shots show a field, specifically a field which is locally known as Gettinger's Field - the same field we showed you several photos of last month. Those photos were on Page
1, starting in Row 6 - HERE is a link to that section of last month's photos.

Oct29_09_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC

Oct29_10_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC


  Here are two final photos of Gettinger's Field after our second snow.

Oct29th_020_
SteeleCreekRdRC

Oct29th_021_
SteeleCreekRdRC

End October 29th, Begin Miscellaneous

  Well, with the snow beginning to fly around in October, I managed to finish up the
final two projects which I wanted to get done before it got too cold to be able to work
outdoors. We don't have a "shop", so I have to do my work out on the porch. The first shot
shows a bench which I made - modeled on a very old one that I picked up somewhere, in

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[11/01/2018 7:00:04 PM]

probably about 1981 or so. It was totally falling apart and could no longer be made sturdy.
The second shot shows a set of shelves which I made that are under the white-legged table
shown in the third photo.
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Oct22_1_BenchReplica
_CollageRC
Oct28_4_NewShelf_1_2
_CroppedRC

Aug18_09_House
InteriorRC

End Miscellaneous, Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  Here are the only two photos of Kazuya's Baked Delights for this month. The first shot is a red bean paste filled, fish shaped bread. They are quite delicious and can also be filled
with a custard cream. He made them for one event and they sold quite well. The second shot shows a special order combination birthday and 6th anniversary cake. The Japanese character
for 6 is 六 and is what is written on the cookie which says "Happy Happy".

Oct10th_003_
TaiyakiRC

Oct27th_004_
ChocolateCakeRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End October 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of
our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click
on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th
link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its
Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, November 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed. You can use
the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2019 - Favorite Photo
"The Sun Sets" - Behind the Hills. October 28, 5:46 PM.

OCTOBER 2019: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Preview of Our Only 2020 Print
Edition Calendar * Home After Surgery * The First and Second Snows * Black-Billed Magpie (Pica
hudsonia) * Downy Woodpecker (Picoides pubescens) * Our Christmas Cactus in Bloom * Larch
Tree (Larix sibirica) in Our Yard * Gettinger's Field * Snow atop Murphy Dome * Denali * Hairy

Woodpecker (Leuconotopicus villosus) * Frost Crystals * Frozen Dew Drops * Frozen Puddles *
Male & Female Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) * Northern Raven (Corvus corax) * Orange
Sunset * Orange Sunrise & Some HDR Toned Images of it * Kazuya's Baked Delights Creations
* More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the this October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of October 2019!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2019

This page begins with
Print Edition Calendar.
calendar are shown in
photos which were

a sales pitch for our only 2020
All photos which are used in the
Rows 1 - 5. Following that are
taken between October 3rd,

following my surgery, and October 12th, after I was
able to start getting around quite well again. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Our Only 2020 Print Edition Calendar

  Here are three images which show various aspects of the only 2020 PRINT
EDITION Calendar that we've made. This is available now, the Amazon link to it is
HERE. 
This calendar is available only with USA Holidays. Of course it can be
ordered through your local bookstore, just go to the Amazon link, write down the
ISBN number and ask your local bookstore to order it for you. If you prefer not to
look at Amazon, the ISBN is 978-1-70211-646-6. HERE is a PDF file which shows
what this calendar will look like when hanging on your wall (new window). It is

1.63 MB in size. It's COMPLETE, but Watermarked, secured against printing,
reduced in size to 3.95 inches in width and PDF'd at the VERY lowest possible
quality - all in an attempt to prevent theft. I suggest that you right click on the link
and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place
where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very
important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). Click here for
details page.

2020 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
The Entire Cover
2020 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
The Photos
2020 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
The January Page


  The January, February, and March photos in the 2020 Print Edition Calendar.

Dec28_2AdjCrop_
OrangeSunFromPorchRC


  The April, May, and June photos in the 2020 Print Edition Calendar.
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Mar9_04bHDR
Toned_IceParkRC

Mar24_05AdjCrop_
AuroraBorealisRC
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March26th_181Crop
_EagleSummitRC

Apr10_14Crop_Murphy
Dome_LichenRC

June19th_070Crop_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC

July16_064CropVibrance
_DenaliHighway_FireweedRC

Aug26_36Crop_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC


  The July, August, and September photos in the 2020 Print Edition Calendar.

May28_35Crop_Eagle
Summit_Anemone_multicepsRC


  The October, November, and December photos in the 2020 Print Edition Calendar.

Sept10_73_74CROP3_Repos
Pano_AngelRocksRC

Jan6th_033AdjCrop
_SteeleCreekRd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan27_17AdjCrop_Walking
SteeleCreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

End Our 2019 Print Edition Calendar, Begin October 3rd - 12th

  Just after arriving home from umbilical and inguinal hernia surgery on October 3rd.
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HomeFrom
HerniaSurgeryRC


  Here are three photos taken just after our first snow of the season on October 5th. The first photo shows the amazingly huge sugar-snap pea vines in our garden (everything else
had been harvested already), the second photo shows a bit of snow on the branches of our larch tree, and the third photo shows snow on a pea flower.

Oct5_1_At
Home_YardRC

Oct5th_004_Pea
Flower_SnowRC
Oct5th_005_
Larch_SnowRC


  More snow, overnight on October 5th. The first photo shows the garden and driveway. The second photo shows a Black-billed Magpie searching for a moldy suet cake which we had
thrown on the ground to let the voles nibble on. In the third photo the Magpie has found the suet cake.

Oct6_
GardenRC

Oct6th_007
_MagpieRC

Oct6th_012
_MagpieRC


  In the first photo the magpie again eats on the moldy suet cake in the snow. In the second photo it is eating an egg which we found badly cracked in a carton of eggs we had and
put out on that post to see what would come and eat it.

Oct6th_016
_MagpieRC
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Oct7th_006
_MagpieRC
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  The first photo here shows that magpie eating on the same egg which was shown in the previous row. The second photo shows a female woodpecker on a tree - we are not sure if it
is a Hairy or a Downy Woodpecker. This one appears to be small, so it's probably a Downy Woodpecker. The third shot shows our Christmas Cactus - it blossomed in October.

Oct7th_016_
WoodpeckerRC
Oct7th_007
_MagpieRC

Oct8_1_
ChristmasCactusRC


  Here is a male Downy Woodpecker - the Hairy Woodpecker is much larger than this when seen on the suet feeder. The second and third photos show our larch tree at its maximum
beauty on October 12th.

Oct10th_001_
WoodpeckerRC

Oct12_1_Larch
TreeAtHomeRC

Oct12_2_Larch
TreeAtHomeRC

End October 3rd - 12th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Go To Page:

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of October 2019!
posted: October 31st, 2019

This page begins on October 14th with a walk up the
road and a couple of photos taken at Gettinger's Field.
After that we jump to October 15th and a drive up to
Murphy Dome, where there was a goodly amount of
snow. Then we continue with October 16th and another

walk from home, the 18th and another walk from home
and finally, some bird photos taken on October 18th 21st right here in our yard. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin October 14th - 21st

  Here are two photos taken just up the road, from Gettinger's Field, on October 14th. As you can see, the leaves are all gone, and they have been gone since about mid-September.

Oct14_1_From
GettingersFieldRC

Oct14_2_From
GettingersFieldRC


  On October 15th we took a drive up to the top of Murphy Dome. Murphy Dome is about 32 miles from our house, on the opposite side of Fairbanks. Murphy Dome is at 2,890 ft
(=881 m), and as you can see, that is high enough so that the snow from October 5th and 6th has not melted away. In the center photo you can see Denali quite well.

Oct15th_008_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15_01_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15th_012_
MurphyDomeRC


  Here are three more photos taken up on Murphy Dome. Look how the snow has stuck - it was obviously blowing pretty hard during the snowstorm.

Oct15_05_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15_06_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15_08_
MurphyDomeRC


  We don't know what the mountain range in the first photo is - possibly the White Mountains or the Ray Mountains. In the third photo the three tallest peaks, from left to right, are
Mt. Hayes, Mt. Hess, and Mt. Deborah, all in the Alaska Range.
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Oct15_09_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15th_025
_MurphyDomeRC

Oct15th_021
_MurphyDomeRC


  Here are two final photos taken from near the summit of Murphy Dome. These photos again show how the snow was blown by the wind.

Oct15_15_
MurphyDomeRC

Oct15_16_
MurphyDomeRC


  These first two photos are of a Hairy Woodpecker on our suet feeder. Compare the size of this bird to the one on Page 1 in Row 11. The third photo shows ice on a leaf which is
lying on the ground.

Oct16_01_Hairy
WoodpeckerRC

Oct16_02_Hairy
WoodpeckerRC

Oct16_04_WalkFrom
Home_FrostCrystalsRC


  These three photos all show frost and frozen dew on various ground vegetation. The center image is a small part of the third photo, the portion which is outlined in yellow.

Oct16_06Part_WalkFrom
Home_FrostCrystalsRC

Oct16_05_WalkFrom
Home_FrostCrystalsRC


  More frost, frozen dew and frozen puddles which we photographed while out for a walk from our house.
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Oct16_06_WalkFrom
Home_FrostCrystalsRC
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Oct16_11_WalkFrom
Home_FrostCrystalsRC

Oct16th_004_
SteeleCreekRdRC

Oct16th_010_
SteeleCreekRdRC


  Here are two photos of a frozen puddle and then a photo of some weird ice crystals on blades of grass.

Oct16th_011_
SteeleCreekRdRC

Oct18th_018_
FrostRC

Oct18th_019_
FrostRC


  The first photo here shows a male (left) and a female (right) Pine Grosbeak. The second photo shows only the brilliant colors of the male.

Oct18_2_Pine
Grosbeak_AtHomeRC

Oct19th_003_
PineGrosbeakRC


  Here is a more zoomed shot of the male and female Pine Grosbeak and then a great photo of a Hairy Woodpecker on the suet feeder.

Oct19th_009_
PineGrosbeakRC

Oct21st_004_
WoodpeckerRC

End October 14th - 21st, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of October 2019!

Go To Page:

posted: October 31st, 2019

This page consists of photos taken between October
23rd and 29th in the first five rows and then, starting in
Row 6 you'll find four rows which show Kazuya's latest

experiments and creations for his business "Kazuya's
Baked Delights" Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 23rd - 29th
When we went for a walk on October 23rd it was cloudy for the most part, but when we looked to the south we could see some mountains of the Alaska Range below the clouds.

Oct23_2_Alaska
RangeFromSteeleCkRdRC

Oct23_3_Alaska
RangeFromSteeleCkRdRC

Oct23rd_003_
SteeleCreekRdRC

On October 24th we went for a walk from our house down to the pipeline where it comes up out of the ground down on Love Road. This healthy looking Raven was the only photo of
this date. The Raven is sitting on the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline.

Oct24th_006_
LoveRdRC

moments.

On October 28th we went for a walk at about sunset time. There was a single area of red/orange which we could see. It was very intense and made for some superb views for a few
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Oct28_21_22_AutoPano
_Sunset_GettingersFieldRC
Oct28_27_Sunset
_GettingersFieldRC

Oct28_28_Sunset
_GettingersFieldRC

On the 29th we had this great sunrise which we photographed from our porch. The first photo in this row has had nothing done to it other than the addition of the frame. The
second photo has been lightened somewhat by using Shadow Illuminator Pro, and the third photo was HDR (High Dynamic Range) Toned in Photoshop.

Oct29_6_Sunrise
FromPorchRC

Oct29_6SIP_Sunrise
FromPorchRC

Oct29_6SIP_HDR_
SunriseFromPorchRC

The first two photos here have also been HDR Toned with Photoshop. The variations one could create are virtually endless. Interesting, no? The third shot was zoomed out to catch
more sky and horizon. It has not been adjusted.

Oct29_6SIP_HDR2_
SunriseFromPorchRC

Oct29_6SIP_HDR3_
SunriseFromPorchRC

Oct29_7_Sunrise
FromPorchRC

End October 23rd - 29th, Begin
(Link to Kazuya's Baked Delights Facebook Page)
You all know what Mochi is, right? Well, Kazuya made mochi and then coated these strawberries with a light coat of sweetened red-bean paste and then wrapped them in mochi.
These were amazingly delicious.

Oct20th_004_
IchigoDaifukuRC

Kazuya experimented with Steamed Buns - these were also delicious.
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Oct20th_005_
IchigoDaifukuRC
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Oct21st_001_
SteamedBunRC
Oct21st_002_
SteamedBunRC

On the same day that he experimented with Steamed Buns he also experimented with Manju - another steamed Japanese treat. They were also wonderful. The next day he made a
Flan Cake. WOW!

Oct21st_003
_ManjuRC

Oct22nd_004
_FlanCakeRC

Oct22nd_005
_FlanCakeRC

Here is the way we ate the Flan Cake. It was so good!

Oct22nd_008
_FlanCakeRC
Oct23rd_011
_FlanCakeRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End October 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General Information"
tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, October 2019
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2020 - Favorite Photo
"No Snow - Snow" - A Comparison. October 14 and 31.

OCTOBER 2020: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Sales Pitch for our 2021 Print
Edition Calendars * Our Siberian Larch (Larix sibirica) Changes to Yellow * An Incredibly

Bright Sun-Dog * Our Garden and Yard as the Snow Accumulates During the Month * More
    (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2020!
posted: November 2nd, 2020

This page begins with a sales pitch for our two 2021
Calendars - one created by Daniel and one created
by Kazuya - along with links to Amazon for their
purchase.
After that we take you through the
month of October - with all shots this month having

been taken right here at home and all of them
showing snow buildup, from no snow to about 5
inches of snow, as the month progressed. There is
a link for the complete 2021 calendars page at the
bottom. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin 2021 Calendar Sales Pitch

  This row shows Daniel's 2021 Print Edition Calendar - it contains photos of Alaska flowers and scenery. Amazon Link - 2021 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar.

2021 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
The Entire Cover
2021 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
The Photos
2021 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar
An Animated GIF


  This row shows Kazuya's 2021 Print Edition Calendar - it contains photos of Japanese flowers. Amazon Link - 2021 Japan Flower Photos Calendar.

2021 Japan Flower Photos Calendar
The Entire Cover
2021 Japan Flower Photos Calendar
The Photos
2021 Japan Flower Photos Calendar
An Animated GIF

End Calendars, Begin October 1 - 31

  We have two Siberian Larch trees (Larix sibirica) on our property, both planted some 40 years ago. This is the one which looks the best and in these three autumn
color photos it really stands out when the sun strikes it.
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Oct1_1_
YardLarchRC

Oct1_4_
YardLarchRC

Oct1_5_
YardLarchRC


  On October 2 I looked out the window and saw this incredibly bright sun-dog up in the sky. When I first looked I only noticed the bright light on the left and thought
something was weird, but then I noticed the sun itself and had to say WOW! and run outside to try and catch a couple of photos.

Oct2_1SIP_Sun
DogFromHouseRC

Oct2_2SIP_Sun
DogFromHouseRC


  Here are three comparison shots of our garden area taken on October 14, 15 and November 1. In the first photo please note that the first snow came late enough this
year so that we were able to clean it up and put it to bed in very good condition - we even managed to get the leaves raked up.

Oct14_1_
Garden_YardRC

Oct15_1_
Garden_YardRC

Nov1_1Adj_
SnowAtHomeRC


  Here are three more comparison photos which show the garden, but taken from a bit different angle from the photos above.

Oct14_2_
Garden_YardRC


  Here are three comparison shots which show the woodshed area.
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Oct15_2_
Garden_YardRC

Oct29_4_New
SnowAtHomeRC
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Oct14_3_
Garden_YardRC

Oct15_3_
Garden_YardRC

Oct31_1_
SnowAtHomeRC


  Here are two comparison shots of the west yard. These two were shot before and after snow-work had been done.

Oct26_1Adj_
Snow_At_HomeRC

Oct29_1_
WestYardSnowRC


  In first position is a two-shot panorama which shows the garden and driveway. It is followed by a shot of drooping snow on one of the garden stakes. You can actually
find this in the first image if you search. The third photo shows the east yard, the outhouse and the septic tank pump-out place. You may ask why we keep the outhouse, and the
answer is "just because it may someday be needed."

Oct29_2_3_ReposPano_
NewSnowAtHomeRC
Oct29_5_New
SnowAtHomeRC
Oct29_1_New
SnowAtHomeRC


  In this photo it is snowing, though you probably cannot discern that. The second image is the same photo, but it was processed as a High Dynamic Range image.

Oct29_6_New
SnowAtHomeRC

Oct29_6_New
SnowAtHomeHDRRC


  The first image in this row is a two-shot panorama, again showing the garden and driveway. The second image is another two-shot panorama, this one, from the
driveway looking back at the house.
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Oct31_2_3SIP_ReposPano
_SnowAtHomeRC

Oct31_4_5SIP_ReposPano
_SnowAtHomeRC

End October 31, End October 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, October 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
October 2021 - Favorite Photo
"Out The West Window" - October 2, 9:41 AM.

OCTOBER 2021: ONE Page This Month FEATURING October 2 Snow * October 6 Snow
* Fallen Leaves on the Snow * Kazuya's Steamed Buns (Niku-Man in Japanese) * October
10 Snow * October 11 Aurora * October 18 Full Moon * October 21 Sunrise Time *

Kazuya's Amazing and also Beautiful Nerikiri (Japanese Sweets) * October 24 Sunrise Time
* Clam Sauce Linguine Dinner * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the October photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of October 2021!
posted: October 31st, 2021

This page is all that we have to offer this month.
We begin with October 2nd and our first substantial
snow of the season. Then we show some photos of
some Niku-man, or steamed-buns which Kazuya
made for us. After that are a few photos of the
Aurora Borealis. There is a full moon photo and

some sunrise time photos and after that you'll find
several photos of 'Nerikiri' - a type of traditional
Japanese sweets, which are popular at the
Japanese Tea Ceremony. After that are a few more
sunrise time photos and then a shot of one of our
dinner meals. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin October 2nd - 10th

  The first photo here was taken from inside the house, obviously. You can see our first substantial snowfall (about 6 inches = 15 cm). The center photo panorama was
shot on the 6th and shows that not all of the leaves had fallen from the trees before the snow. The third shot shows this even better.

Oct6_1_2_AutoPano_Levels
_AtHome_SnowRC

Oct2_3SIP_Snow_
FromWestWindowRC

Oct6_3_AtHome
_SnowRC


  On October 8th Kazuya tried his hand at making steamed buns, something which we often bought from the convenience stores when we were in Japan. They are so
very tasty and appealing during the cold season.

1457RC

1466RC
1451RC


  His experiment was super successful - the steamed buns were absolutely delicious.

1453RC

1455RC


  This panoramic image was shot on the 10th. You can see that it has snowed a bit more and covered all of those leaves up. It was super foggy too. Note our golden
yellow larch tree near the left side of the photo.
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Oct10_2_3_AutoPano_
Vib_NewSnow_FogRC

End October 10th, Begin October 11th - 21st

  Here are three shots of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights. Our cameras are not the best ones for capturing this phenomenon and therefore we have to process
every photo to make them show up as good as possible.

Oct11_04Curves
_AuroraAtHomeRC

Oct11_06Curves
_AuroraAtHomeRC

Oct11_08Curves
_AuroraAtHomeRC


  Here are three more shots of the Aurora Borealis. In Photoshop® the best way to process this type of photo is to adjust the Curves.

Oct11_14Curves
_AuroraAtHomeRC

Oct11th_006_Aurora
OrigCurvesRC

Oct11th_017_
AuroraRC


  Here is a shot of the full moon which was taken through the trees, and therefore it's the tree branches which are in focus instead of the moon. The second shot was
taken at sunrise time.

Oct18_4_Full
MoonRC

1470
RC

End October 21st, Begin October 22nd

  These three photos show "Nerikiri", a type of traditional Japanese sweet, which is popular at the Japanese tea ceremony. Kazuya tried some autumnal designs like
chrysanthemums, winter camellia and spider lily with a dragonfly. The main ingredient is Lima beans! Can you believe it?
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1484RC

1496RC

1489RC


  Aren't these just amazing to see? I could not believe that he could do this - he has so many different talents.

1530RC

1513RC

1525RC


  They are delicious too. Maybe you were shocked to read that the main ingredient is Lima beans, but it's not just some cooked Lima beans. The beans were soaked in
water and then cooked for a bit. After that he peeled all of the skins off the beans and then cooked them a bit more and then pureed them. It's an amazing process.

1542RC
1547RC


  Of course food coloring is mixed in with little parts and then used to construct the Nerikiri. He used several different implements to create the shapes and dents in the
tops and sides.

1571RC

1579RC

End October 22nd, Begin October 24th - 26th
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  Here is another shot taken at sunrise time. There was a low hanging fog bank and the sun was just peeking above the fog. Unfortunately the photo doesn't look like
what our eyes saw, and I could not figure out way to process this photo so that it looked as it did when we were watching it. The second image in this row is the same photo as
the first one, but this was after processing it as an HDR (High Dynamic Range) photo in Photoshop®.

Oct24_2_Sunrise
TimeAtHomeRC

Oct24_2HDR_Sunrise
TimeAtHomeRC


  Here are two additional photos which were taken at the same time as the one just above.

Oct24_1_Sunrise
TimeAtHomeRC

1584
RC


  Kazuya found some nice canned clams in the store - Bar Harbor brand - a famous place in Maine. He wanted to give them a try, so he made them into a sauce and
served the sauce with linguine pasta. It was a delicious dinner.

1591RC

End October 26th, End October 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, October 2021
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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